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FOREWORD

The theme for the 1973 National Conference, "Community Continuing Edu-
cation: Alternative Approaches to Responsibility," was selected in recognition
of increasing pressure on a national scale to extend opportunities for higher
education. While substantial efforts to serve a broader community clientele
were noted in some colleges and universities, programs related specifically
to community problem solving were indeed difficult to find. Although post-
secondary institutions are modifying existing programs and attempting to
expand into other nontraditional areas of service, progress is slow and ex-
ceedingly difficult.

The situation as directly related to the adult population was clarified and
several issues identified by the American Council on Education Committee
on Higher Adult Education in an analysis of twelve issues and a series of
recommendations relevant to the adult student.

Higher adult education is only beginning to understand its present accomplishments
and the scope of its future role. As nontraditional opportunities for post-secondary
education multiply, questions about the learning process, quality of programs, costs,
and a variety of other matters will become increasingly pressing.'

Solutions to questions. the Committee warned, "will require the disciplined acquisi-
tion and codification of research findings. .. ."2

At the same time, higher education is asked to provide leadership in solving
community problems. The results of recent research pertaining to community
service and continuing education programs in California were encouraging.
The report, an evaluation of Title I projects in California higher Education
Institutions prepared for the California Coordinating Council for Higher
Education, indicated that "higher education resources can he made relevant
to the education needs of community problem solvers." The authors further
found that, because of Title I, "community problems have been solved with
catalytic effect in ways and to an extent otherwise not possible."3

' Coronnttce nn ilighcr 1Intr FAN( ation Edne.ation aril the Adult Student.- Wa....hingtot.. D.C.: American
Cmnaii of, 1:clitation, Ottoiwr 2.i, 1571 I). I

vi 4.

'1111,e, t Farmer. Jr, Paid iF "'heat,. J Dasnl Dt,hler. CION/ri rya ty Scrtice and Continuing
hiticatnnj Progrons in Ctitir,rnta Melo, Fotro-ution institrift.,nt. SakrArnent,> Califonlia CJordansting 4'oni I< it for

1572. p 27.
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Examples of such efforts described by Conference participants will he
found in the text of this report;

( I) The ducational-Cultural Center being developed by the City of San
Diego's Model Cities organization that will offer adults a wide spectrum
of formal and informal learning experiences (reported by Judson P. Bradshaw,
President. National Association for Public, Continuing, and Adult Education).

(2) A plan for a "Community. Renewal College," which places highest
priority on enriching the lives of all its constituents (described by Ervin
L. liar Licher. Chancellor, Metropolitan Junior College District, Kansas City,
Missouri).

(3) The concept of a "College of the Whole Earth," which merges a
portion of the college's instructional effort with community' service by expos-
ing students to community problems (proposed by Martin J. Cohen and
described by Arthur. M. Cohen, Associate Professor of Higher Education,
('CLA).

(4) A plan for a "Tenth Dimension" College for the Los Angeles Commu-
nity College District as distinct from a tenth campus) that would offer
nontraditional programs including programs associated with an external de-
gree (described by Leslie Ko Bin, Chancellor).

Headers will also he interested in international developments presented
in some detail in J. R. Kidd's paper, i.e.. the "Mobral Han- (a comprehensive
program of mass educational opportunities in Brazil), the "Open University"

141ekolleg in Bavaria, the Iranian "Army of Knowledge," the Israeli
"Women's Corp," and community education in the Canadian Arctic.

Prior to the announcement of plans for the national conference, the Adviso-
r Council of the UCLA Community College Leadership Program held a
one-day meeting on "Continuing Education and the Community College."
Presidents of 35 comimmity colleges examined their institution's potential
for applying resources to community problem solving. One president depicted
the community functions of his college as a triangular relationship:

. r,
..'

r;
4. COMMU NITY

-I;
PROBLEM .1

SOLVING f,

Data Collection and Ilusearch
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Participants di% tiled themselves into sub-groups to discuss various policy
questions regarding commimity service functions of the community college,
and reviewed methods of eNtendin4, its involvement in the community. The
council gave general support to the plan, and decided to base the 1973
Summer Conference on Community Continuing Education on it.

The format fur the conference was first used in a new seminar offered
in the spring quarter in the Higher Education Program, UCLA Graduate
School of Education.' A full session was devOted to each of four approaches
to community service and development in post-secondary education:

a. The Community College Approach to Community Services
b. The Community School Approach
c. The Extended University Concept

Community 1)evelopment as an Approach to Community Education.

Students assumed protagonist and antagonist roles. Reactions, prepared in
advance, led to spirited discussions with visiting specialists.

To this outline, the conference planners added a fifth approach, "Interna-
tional Perspectives on Community Education," to complete the two-day
event. Panel members reacted to speakers in five of the seven sessions. Papers
were circulated in advance to panelists, selected from fields other than those
the session emphasized. Their presentations, prepared in advance, encouraged
(moments and questions from the floor. The sixth session on "International
Perspectives" featured an address by J, II. Kidd, Secretary-General, Interna-
tional Council for Adult Education and Professor of Comparative Studies,
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. Conference speakers sum-
marized their views during the seventh and final session. Considerable atten-
tion was given in the preparation of this Occasional Report to the prepared
statements of the panelists and the spontaneous comments of other partici-
pants.

The purposes of this national conference were threefold: (1) to broaden
understanding of the alternatives to community continuing education, (2)
to provide an open arena for frill exchange, and (3) to encourage follow-up
action.

Two overview papers set the tone of the conference, I toward V. NIcChisky
concentrated on developments in public educational systems, and James E.
Deitz emphasized the role of private education in meeting the community
demands.

Professor McClusky's description of the generic task of education served
as a iinifying fon c and a goal for the entire conference:

. that 1 )f itssislitIV. within the limits of personal and enN-ironncntal constraints. lilt
erg,' their right .t) to know, (2) to from, ;3) to trndersthriel,

r r VAR I. Pd.,' S!II. 1111.11 Err d, rhk I fontiri



to participate ond tick clop. Obviously (he concluded) this nvassive order is
too great for any single agency to accoloptish alone, and is capable of achievement
only by all agencies with an educational potenti d working together in a .systematieat/y
ethical ive relationship.

Dr. Deitz called for a partnership between public and private education.
We should capitalize on the tested. productive and now ready, willing,

and able resources. of private enterprise to assist and become a working
partner in the great task of educating this generation." Ile indicated that
private enterprise management systems and organizational structures could
provide "clearer identification of responsibility and added accountabitity."5

The Conference Mantling Committee, Frederick C. Mintzer, Paul U.
Sheats, and Dennis R. W. Wing, are indebted to the many people who
contributed papers, chaired sessions, and served as panel reactors. The com-
mittee wishes to extend a word of appreciation to the organizations sponsor-
ing the conference {the Advisory Council for the UCLA Community College
Leadership Program and the National Council on Community Services of
the American Association of Community amid Junior Colleges), to Jossey-Bass,
Inc. for providing a book display, and to the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges for furnishing materials. Special thanks are due Mae Seidner and
Ralph Nair for recording and transcript work and to hazel !torn for editorial
services.

Frederick C. Kintzer

4 t11.11 1, 111,1 flal/er, um 011, 111'11011
S,Lt1011, I. ....told paper, mil Ito., Repot
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SECTION I
Community Continuing Education



HOWARD Y. McCIUSKY

ADULT, CONTINUING,
AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:

THE SHAPE AND PROMISE OF THE FIELD

I propose that the generic task of the educational enterprise is assisting,
ss ithin the limits of personal and environmental constraints, oll peopie of
all ages to claim their right (I) to know, (2) to learn, (3) to understand, (4)
to participate, and (5) to develop. This general statement of goals is a back-
ground for a inure specialized treatment of Adult, Continuing, and Communi-
ty Education (hereafter called ACCE) as means. Obviously this massive order
is too great for an!. single agency to accomplish alone, and is capable of
achievement only by all agencies with an educational potential working
together in a systematically educational relationship.

To provide perspective for the later portions of the report, I shall define
my terminology. Although not used in the following text, the term "Education
permanente" refers to life-long learning with a built-in, cradle-to-grave design
for integrating the successive developmental stages of education into a pro-
grammed whole. This is accomplished by a "spiral curriculum," i.e., by recy-
cling and articulating substantive material at ever-increasing levels of comple-
xity and relevance. Nlore familiar in Europe than in the United States, this
concept is an inclusive background for the terms I shall do scribe. "Continuing
education- can be thought of as life-long in character hut, in practice, it
deals with intermediate and later years of learning. especially the continua-
tim of learning. not the teaching of illiterate adults. By implication, it does
nut necessarily differ in style. content, of purpose from stage to stage and
does not stress the articulation of successive stages of learning as does "Educa-
tion Permanetite." "Adult education," while still a comprehensive domain,
is inure contained. It refers to that portion of "Education permancilte" and
"Continuing education" where the adult is the client and in which educational
programs are deliberately oriented to the adult life. "Community.education"
I shall simply call education. by. for, and of the community. The words
"adult." "continuing." and "community" suggest the key points of our discus-
sion. Si) much for background.

ID/ 11



I o allynne ti inVelsitilt with current and emerging trends in the broad field
of the tea chinglearning process and with its many institutional and program
formats, it is becoming increasingly evident that adult and continuing educa-
tion is already becoming one of the most dynamic and significant aspects
of the larger educational scene and, when xieweil in its community dimension,
it holds enormous promise for the w ellheing of the individual and his environ-
meld.

To be realistic, I am aware that in practice ACCF, is still a relatively
marginal operation and has only recently begun to reach its destined favorable
position. In spite of growing pressures to engage in programs of adult basic
education and high school completion ACCE: is still the neglected
,tepchilil of established K-12 institutions, and in spite of a demonstrably'
growing clientele of part-time adult students, it is too often compelled to
pay most, if not all, of its way in programs of university extension. AS for
the private sector of both secmalary and higher education, programs for
the adult portion of the community are rare or non-existent. An exception
to the preceding picture is the community college (a point to which 1 will
return later on). Rut even here practice and policy vary widely, and only
recently has the adult and community dimension been emphasized. Wherever
it exists, it is still compelled to take an aggressive stance just to maintain
parity xx ith the established transfer program designed for college-age youth.

But the tide is turning. It is tinning because, while the practice of AUX,
is marginal, its function is becoming central. The traditionalist may fight
a rearguard defense by grudgingly giving ACCE only limited acceptance,
but he can no longer ignore the urgent need for the continuing education
of adultsof all ages and all levels of competenee. Support for this statement
is based I, empirical factors, xvhich have only begun to make their
impact scene.

In the dust e. we are rapidly entering a period when the adult will
have more n. r1., time. To quote an article in the August 20, 1973 issue
of U.S. Ntn., :nut World Report:

More and tooir c,Jo,panies in the United States and Canada are tinkering with the
conventtonal is. 10,honr workweek.

SOUR' are tr\ iu diger.shills on fester days. Others are tilting total working, hours
in the week. ,An withont reducing pay. Still others are opting for flexible work
schedules tird Loiplosces more say-so on starting ilia! quitting times.

It is ;, A ,noviative trend in work patterns that started On a small scale
a fess NC,t1 \i is gaining nnunentnin.

The the workweek being tried in the U,S. is four 111-hour
days. Other r ,115 range from three 12-hour days to it 1' day week that includes

I-hour day

It is t() Car 10 .}NSCSS the effects of this flexible work schedule, but it
will clearly Ica(' wifte options in non-work activities. For instance, from

12



85 to 90 tierce''' of employers retained the fourday, 10-hour wept; once
it was adopted.

.mother category of data points to an increase in nonwork time, namely',
earlier retirement, \limy people are electing to retire before age 05, and
many firms are making earlier retirement an incre;isingly attractive option.
Already retirement in the late forties and eat fifties is common practice
in the military. Similarly, the policy of "30 and out" proposed by the UAW
would result in the retirement of automobile workers at about age 50. This
trend take.; on added significance when we recall that people in the later
years are living longer and with greater vitality than formerly, vitality much
greater than any relpiired by sluilliebo;ird and the rocking chair.

It would lw 11;a41., to wishful., that the non-work time will be devoted to
educational pursuits, that as soon as the young and middle-aged adult finishes
his lottr day week, and as soon as the retiree leaves his job, he will automati-
cally storm the classrooms of high schools, colleges, and universities, throng
the stw:ks of libraries, crowd the corridors of museums and art galleries,
or become unglued from the TV tube, bypassing the ball park, race track,
beer tavern. cocktail lounge, "molly ehtb, or fishing; stream on the way.

11'e are safe, however, in predicting that a substantial proportion of this
oew.svon time will he devoted to instructional activities, especially when
they are effectively related to the basic interests of minks and adapted to
their needs for occupational advancement and/or survival,

Wu are also safe in predicting an expanding clientele for ACCE because
the people who participate in continuing education are an increasing propor-
tion of our adolt population. This statement is based on one of the best
established findings of recent research, namely, that education begets educa-
tion.

Let cis look at some data. ht World 'War I, the median level of schooling
attained by U.S. troops was the eighth grade; by World War II, it had risen
to the tenth grade. Nest, according to Table 1, by 1950 and 1960 there
had been substantial increases in the years of schooling attained by adults
25 years of age and over and, in both years, young adults had received much
inure schooling than older adults, e.g., in 1960 it was 12.3 years for the
25-3.4 age range, in contrast with 8.2 years For ages 65 and over. Since 1960,
attendance at two-year community colleges and universities offering the
four-year All. and B.S. degrees has expanded enormously, so much so that
the United States is well on its way to providing some form of post-secondary
schooling to most young people of college age. What this means for ACCE
may be seen in Table IL

In intenveting Table II, remember that the data were collected in 1961-62,
liich accounts for the low range of income reported. On the other hand,

the data clearly indicate that neither occupational level (i.e. blue rx white
collar) nor income t i.e. $1.000 and under or 87,000 and over), but level of
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schooling, is directly related to the rate of participation in continuing educit-
lion. Vor instance, it person with it high school education and an income
of $4.000 or less is about three times now likely to take part in continuing
education than one with the same income and au eighth grade education,
Ile is about 5 times more likely to take part if he has had a college education,
e.g., compare 7, 20. and 37 for grade, and high school and college respec-
tively. In repeat; edtu begch education,

Table 1

MEDIAN YEARS OF SCI1001,ING

(51

Age 1950 1950
rangt. CO{ eeiou

_

25 -:3-1 12,3

:15-41 12.1 10.2

15 -51 10,3 5.8
55-61 5.7 5.1

(15 and o.er 5.2

Tabie II
HATI,:s iimalcirATION IN CONTINUING EDUCATION By

EDUCAT:(A, OCCUPATION, AND FAMILY INCOME

Grade School Selpx), College

L'tkler 51,000 $7,(X10 I. der $1,000 57.000 $1000 S7,000
000 6,999 over S1,000 8.y)9 tr% cr $ 1,((X) fi.999 over

collar 7 5 1I 20 21 23 37 01 :37

White
collar 4 11 31 22 21 24 37 35 13

Such then is the empirical .support for the above statement that the kind
of person most likely to seek opportunities for continuing education is becom-
ing a larger proportion of our population and will become a growing market
for this kind of instructional service.

The decisive factor generating a deviant! for ACCE, however, is change.
Change in recent years has been accelerating so rapidly and has become
so profound and pervasive that all aspects of life are heir-,,; subjected to
continnons transformation.

14



I'irst let us take a look at the historical rate Of change, It is estimated
dim the first 25,060 years in die chronicles of mankind were absorbed in
agricolture. It is further estimated that 200 years passed from the hegining
of the niechanival period to the release of nuclear energy. Fifteen years
elapsed from the release Of linden energy at the University. of Chicago

1 121 to the mbitiog of Sputnik k 1 0i7 1. Thereafter, only I2 years of space
exploration were required to place a man on the moon (July 1069). A decisive
factor in the accelerating rate of change has been the increasing reduction
of the time span between the discovery of new processes and their applica
Ron, Beginning about 17.20, the span between discovery and application of
photography was 1 1 2 years; in the candy !MIN, the span was 5d years for
telephone, and 65 years for the electric motor. However, since 1 910, it was
only 15 years for radar, l2 years for television, six )'eau's for the atomic
bomb, three years for the transistor, and two years for the solar battery
(10).

Second, as for the degree of change, in medicine we are nosy able to
replace vital organs of the hotly by surgery, In genetics we are on the thresh-
old of the control of heredity. In space exploration, after the moon, we
are envisioning a trip to \ !ars, In fuel supply, we are testing everything
from solar to unclear energy. In the international realm, the hi-polar confron-
tation of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. has given way to a realignment of interna-
tional power, In the domain of values, the mingling of Eastern and \Western
cultures is yielding fresh perspectives on destiny and the meaning of life.

Third, concerning pervasiveness, everything, everywhere is potentially sub-
ject to change, Obviously this is more characteristic Of some things and some
locations than others, but today, with the possibility and often the practice
of instant communication, the events of the most remote village of a nation
can produce reverberations in the rest of the world and, to use an example
from the field of agriculture, a change in the production of rice in Smith
East Asia and of wheat in Kansas and Saskatchewan can affect the food
supply of families on the opposite side of the earth.

ft is not surprising therefore that Tofiler's Future Shock has attracted such
widespread attention. for even the man on the street is beginning to sense
the unsettling rate at which the future is invading the present (12).

It is now clear that we cannot cope with overpowering, massive change
by a simplistic and uncritical (the accent here is on "uncritical") application
of what we have learned in the past, nor call we cope with change by resorting
to a strategy of trial-and-error improvisation. Our only hope lies in realizing
that continuous change requires continuous education. This is true of the
individual, of the community, and of the society at large.

Vlore specifically, what has the preceding argument to do with the realm
of ..\CCE? It is my contention that the institutional and operational response
to the forces generated by increasing non-work time, increasingly higher
levels of formal education. and massive climo4e is already undermining some

15



of the cherished beliefs that have long guided the practice of education----so
much so that what were oiv imexamined beliefs have now become linall'ept-
ible myths.

First is the myth that childhood and youth are the times fur learning but
not work, while adulthood is the time for work but not learning. Note how
deeply the first part of this statement is rooted in our thinking. For instance,
the major source of identity of a person between age five and IS (i.e., K-12)
is the gradeposition he occupies in selio01, thus he is a first-grader, a se -
enthgrader, a high school junior, or a dropout. Similarly in the post-high
school years he is a freshman, a sophomore, or the like. These labels not
only describe a position, but also define a role, namely, the role of learning,
i.e -going to school." After leaving school and going to work. by implication
learning is abandoned: it is no longer regarded as part of expected and
customary adult behavior, This myth is now being thoroughly expladed, for,
especially in the case of teen-age youth. we have rediscovered the educative
value of work and. in the case of the working adolt, we see on-the-job and
in-service training, refresher courses, the "blue-collar sabbatical,- released
time (with pay) for study, etc. as evidence of the growing symbiotic rela-
tionship between work and learning. In fact. in a growing number of occnpa-
bons (and even more so as the emphasis on career development gains momen-
tum), if a person does not learn as he works, he will soon be replaced by
One who does.

A second myth already well oh its way to rejection is the belief that one
can learn enough in eight. 12. or 16 rears and in the years of postgraduate
oral professional instruction to last a lifetinie. To use the analogy of a bank
account, one can acquire enough interest honi the instructional capital ac-
cumulated in these successive years of study to meet all the exigencies and
exploit all the opportunities that will arise in the course of the adult years.
This belief is stilt more widespread, perhaps by default if not by conviction,
than we are often willing to admit. but that it is hopelessly obsolete is clear
from only a superficial acquaintance with the realities of education. To start
with those at the lower end of the schooling continuum. we see that an
eighth-grade reading ability is no longer sufficient to master reading oniterial
that is becoming increasingly complex and technical. At the other end of
the (Inanition), the inure advanced one's expertise. the more important it
becomes for him to keep oil top of his specialty by continuous study. To
cite a single example, the case of engineering, it is estimated that half of
What an engineer needs to know. today was discovered in the last teu years,
and half of what he will need to know ten yeais from now is not vet knOW/I.
It is not surprising therefore that continuing education inn die professions
is one of the most thoroughly established parts of higher education. In brief,
the explosion of knowledge is so rapid and comprehensive that we can no
longer tet,rattl the achievement of a terminal twelfth. Imirtcenth, or sixteenth
grade ;is sufficient intellectual investment for a lifetime. but rather as prepara-
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lion, i.e.. "wet) school.- for iirormittent or recurrent, if not continuous.
life-long learning. The dean of a prestigious medical school recently greeted
his incoming freshman class with: "Welcome, young men and ladies, not
only to him years of laboratory and clinical study for the X1.1), degree, but
%%vicuna, also to forty additional years of continuing postgraduate education.-

.1 third myth, once and often still, a formidable restraint to continuing
education. is the belief that childhood and youth are the hest times for
learning and, by implication, that "you can't teach an ohl dog new tricks.-

We cannot blame traditional folklore solely for the presence and even
persistence of this myth. for anyone conversant with the professional Mem.-
hire of ehild growth Lind development xvill be reminded of charts of most
developmental dimensions showing an initial sharp rise giving way to a decel-
erating curve, flattening to a plateau, and ending in an eventual decline.
The shape of this change with the years. especially characteristic of the
physiological dimensions, is somewhat true of measured scholastic achieve-
ment, and has to sonic extent prevailed as a picture of the change in mental
ability. Even today, some standard references report that intelligence peaks
in the middle or late twenties and gradually declines thereafter. This has
been essentially the position of Thornlike et al., Jones and Conrad and, until
recently, Wechsler. and it has been confirmed by implication by Lehman's
studies of scientific achievement I I), (5), t9). (7).

I lore again this position can nu longer withstand the verdict of both experi-
ence and recent research. In the academic sphere, support for the rise-and-
decline picture was derived largely from studies based on dross-sectional data,
but inure recent research, based on longitudinal data, and on a inure sophis-
ticated combination of the two. has clearly contradicted the picture. In fact,
some very recent studies report a substantial increase in 1,Q. Nat'l the late
fortie (6)!

brief, the prevailing trend of empirical research shows that a person
in the adult years can learn as well as or even better than during childhood
and youth and, if we accept the Man theory of crystallized intelligence
(:3), and allow for the damaging impact of physiological aging, it is possible
to argue (other things being equal) that the experience of age can be an
advantage not possessed by a younger person. This squares with what many
adult educators have discovered about -late bloomers,- and we can now
say that one can not only teach an old dog new tricks, but also that there
are some tricks that an old dog can learn better.

Let its turn more explicitly to the community component of our discussion.
We have wen a disposition in SOOle ([11311E1'S to regard the concept of

the community, it least in its earlier ,ind simpler connotations, as inapplicable
to our present complex society. As an example. much of the early work
in C011111ilIllity deVelOpIllellt took place in rural-based small towns or small
cities, localities that were non-satellite and non-metropolitan in character.
The Odgens in Virginia; Poston and 11elby in Montana: later Poston in the
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State of Washington, and even later in Southern Illinois; the diddles in In
diana; and this writer's association with the community conned movement
in Nliehigan, all illustrate this point. Recent years have given rise to vast
sprawling metropolitan areas obliterating former boundaries, where the dis-
tance between residence !suburbia) and work idle central city) is increasing.
;old the familiar landmarks of (1)1111111110y delineation are becoming more
difficult to see.

This trend from the small, rural-based. and clearly identified town to the
large, infra-rel,ited, amorphous metropolitan region has been one reason so-
ciohigists. the ac.idemicians %vim above all would be expected to give the
community substaLtial visibility ill their professional agenda, have largely
by-passed the community as an object of systematic They give high
priority to issues of social organization, social structure, demography, etc.
lint little attention to the community as such,

On the other hand and in spite of the confusing autl changing character
of what we II by the word. the community is still with us as an idea,
a hope. and a practicalityin some respects more powerfully so than ever
I efore.

For instance, in aeademia. we find that psychologists and psychiatrists
have discovered the community as a way of understanding and dealing with
the problems that are becoming increasingly their prime professional con-
cerns. Recently even the field of medicine is viewing the community as all
instrument for its programs of rehabilitation, and such diverse problems as
drug control. alcoholism. race relations, law- enforcement. employment, hous-
ing, child care. family welfare. education, service to senior ("seasoned-) citi-
zens, etc. are inure and more being approached via the community dimension.

We can identify at least five reasons we 'mist reckon with the community
as a viable instrument of human adjustment for the foreseeable future,

First, it is at the community level, the point of "locality relevance.- that
most problems have their greatest impact on the individual. for here the
cutting edge of change is more acutely felt, and an individual finds the setting
wherein he achieves the largest measure of his personal fulfillment.

Second, it is at the community level that most people have the best oppor-
tunity to participate in the control of their life conditions, because of their
closeness hi the point of the prollem's impact,

Third, it is at the community level that participation is most feasible and
has inure direct null demonstrably related outcomes. It is here that partici-
pation probably registers the largest return per unit of time and energy
invested for those concerned.

Fourth, the community will remain with us becanse of the inereasingly,
widespread aspiration for totality (community) of opportunity.

And fifth, the community will be with its because of the deep-seated and
universal need of the human spirit for a sense or experience of community'
and a need for the community as a place and a function. The achievement
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Of this eNlielienve sAti ;Intl (Olen does It:nisi:end local boundaries. but ;1 signifi-
cant part of the sense of community will always he realised Where illOst
01 ;i person's dayto-day living takes plce;

In brief, then, iii the reality to which the world community refers we
are dealing, with a fact and a force of great significance and power.

What, more specifieally, does the community dimension mean for the
practice of education?

Among other things, it means the comumnity or commonality of opportu-
nity to engage in instructional pirsuits. For instance, it proposes that eduea-

should lie a feasible option, whatever their level of competence, fOr
all propic aq who LIST a desire or a need to learn, whatever that
learning may he. I refer to an indusiveness of clientele that we are only
beginning to comprehend. 1 wean the disadvantaged, the rejects, the outsid-
ers, as well IS the better educated, the "conimand dites,- and those in the
mainstream of opportunity. I also refer to any degree of instruction from
learning to upholster furniture and learning to read instructions on a can
of cleaning (hint to the mastery of a foreign language and the formulation
of computer programs,

When we open the doors without reservation to educational opportunity,
we soon discover the amazing diversity and scope of human aspiration and
capability, and the equally amazing response when the community is con-
vinced that the open door is authentic.

Illustrating the preceding point is the response of perSons heretofore aban-
doned in custodial institutions, such as prisons, mental hospitals. and convales-
cent homes. Also confirming the point is our growing discovery of the rehabil-
itative power of education for the handicapped and retarded, and the thera-
ironic, value of appropriate forms of education for the mentally disturbed,
neurotic, and addicted. If community means allows's., education must become
available at all levels and categories of instruction fur the full range of persons
living in the community.

Next tet us examine what the word "community- does to the idea of
continuation or the time dimension in education. Our answer will include
areas of both acquisition of learning and problem solving. First, acquisition
of learning.

Wc customarily think of the community as contemporary in character.
Whatever eke it is, it is here and now and engulfs its on all sides with
its immediacy. There is nothing surprising about this. since such contem-
poraneity conforms to the realities of living, but, if we think of the romnninity
in MIR contelliporary RIMS. we inks the equally important dimension of
time in conummity life. A community has a past and future as well as a

present. Not only is this true Of the community as a whole. but also of
its constituent agencies. services. programs. and institutions. In a sense, an
identification with or a link to community agency is one way of assuring
continuing pei tomalley of the function so linked. For example, vocational
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and technical training, 55 hen confined wholly to the school, is necessarily
short-lived because the school offers no opportunity for the continuing mac-
lice of the vocation. Only Mien a person relates his training to the job as
it exists in the community can lie be assured of relative continuity in his
work, Or, to take a noire explicitly educational example. lifelong reading
is more likely when a person actinires a card from the public library and
forms the habit of using the library's facilities. Similarly, links to art galleries,
museums, musical organisations, etc. can facilitate the continuing pursuit
of the competencies these links require. .X community tie is not only a tie
to the present but, even Inure important. a commitment to the future, for
it is in the community where the opportunity to (ndium' the performance
of one's competency will constantly recur. In a sense, it is the assinnption
that the community will outlive the individual and is a highly formative
Dart of Ins environment, constituting the empirical basis for regarding the
community as an important, if not indispensable vehicle, for continuing edit-
cation.

As in the case of the acquisition of an individual's learning, the problems
of a community are highly contemporary and simultaneously a function of
HIM', A 1'011111May is not a static unchanging entity, but it stream flowing
from a past through the present into the future.

To elaborate: the issues that confound and excite. community life do not
arise suddenly awl without cause. They have a history and a future, They
simmer. subside. reappear, itC4:111111113tC, heat up, etc. They have it career
cycle distributed through a clearly identifiable segment of time. In a simpler'
society, when change was slow and incremental, time might resolve some
of the community's problems or give rise to strategies of co-existence. For
many people and in Many places, this is probably still true, but today, when
the rate of change is so great, we can no longer assume that time will be
so kind. In fact today many problems already occupy au advanced stage
in their career cycle and the lead-time for their solntion is running out.

The preceding point is enormously important for the practice of ACCE.
First, it lueans that responsible attention to a problem via analysis and data
collection should be continuous, not ad hoe and intermittent. Second, it means
that efforts at solution should be made as early as possible in the career
cycle of the problem, when the climate of concern encourages rational deci-
sion making and action. And third, besides ;Mention to the present and past,
a community must be oriented to its future and must implement the orienta-
tion by developing the competence of anticipation. Such considerations con-
firm once more the importance of the time dimension (ix., continuity) in
the realm of .1CCE.

At the outset, I stated that the task envisaged by ACCF, was (00 massive
for any single agency ;mil can be accomplished only by all agencies with
an educational potential working together in a .slistmaticafty educative rela-
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Ho:Ishii), In this concluding section. 1 retort' to this theme by proposing
a -quasi-systems appn.acii" to implementing ACCE. I use the term "quasi"
deliberately. because I do not pretend that what follows is an 18-karat,
simonure version of what the experts would regard as strictly systemic.

For our purposes, we may regard a system as being composed of constituent
'WAS, each ,1 Rh its 055111110(On' jilliSdlution, function, role, and 1.0111pettlICV,
Moreover, because of its systemic character, each constituent part could he
interrelated with the others to achieve a goal too demanding for any one
part to achieve alone.

Although it appears to he a formidably abstract and complicated process,
the systems approach is operationally feasible. For instance, it is not necessary
for the entire system to operate in order for any one part of it to get sunder
way. One part can operate while the rest of the system is dormant. Moreover,
as each part is activated, related parts can, at the appropriate time, he brought
together in an intentional effort at collaboration. Thus au elementary school
can establish its own program of ACCE., later it can join others in the same
school district when they are ready to perform. School districts in turn can
establish their own programs of ACCE and, if and when appropriate, relate
their efforts to the adjacent community college, state college, or regional
state university. All these, either singly or in combination, can relate to some
statewide system under the aegis of either the state department of public
instruction or a statewide university system. Thus each element, in its own
way and on its own initiative, may reach out functionally to other parts,
especially those adjacent in jurisdiction and function. The barrier to perform-
ance is not the .systemie character of tic process, nt to tack of commitment
to the task of ACCE, toot Ott foorahogws8 to tleCept 08 importance and
legitimacy in the policy. stracture, budget and beluiCior of the agency Con-
cerned.

To continue, interaction in a quasi-systems approach is consultation, cwt
coercive coordination. Such consultation could be convened by appropriate
representatives of the interacting agencies. Structure would he minimal, just
enough to get the process going, to keep rt going, or to see to its revival
when the need and opportunity arise. If coordination should arise therefrom,
it would be voluntary, and conducted by ground rules formulated by the
agencies themselves. This approach may be too permissive for some situations,
but i prefer to err in the direction of consent rather dm of coercion.

The structure would vary from state to state and region to region and
would, of course. depend on the nature. number, and configuration of existing
agencies and their relationships. It can be minimized by a slightly edited
statement of the 23rd recommendation of the report of the Carnegie Commis-
sion on Higher Education. The editorial changes are given in brackets: It
is recommended that: [coordinatingl Councils of [consultationl. consortia,
and multi- [agency) campus systems should adopt policies of clear differentia-
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tion of functions among campuses Uuristlictionsi and of assigned specialization
and fields; such differentiation of functions should follow die logic of the
complementarity of interests

As a genera] model for such a systemic effort, there may he some guidance
in the experience of the laud grant state university system. It will he recalled
that this system has hemi highly successful in interrelating the functions of
research, instruction, and service. fly rough analogy, in a quasi-systems ap-
proach to ACC, research and specialization instruction would he a domi-
nant, though not exclusive, function of the university or state university
system, while service and general instruction would he it dominant, though
not exclusive, function of the regional college and local school district, which
by virtue of their location have more immediate access to the ultimate
Feedbaek from the punkt of use could increase the relevance of research,
while the outcomes of research could he delivered promptly where most
needed. Such would he the advantage of a systems approach.

To summarize, I should like to illustrate our case as operational by detailing
the role of the community college in the proposed systems approach.

In the first place, the community college has a fresh mandate to serve
the community on the community's own terms. In consequence, it welcomes
to instruction every yoruth and adult after they have left the customary stages
of formal elementary and secondary instruction. This means that its clientele
includes not only the survivors of the high school completion track, but
also those of all levels of competence, the drop-outs, the drop-ins, the (troll-
ops. et al., in short, all olio desim arid nerd to learn. ruloarter that teaming
may be. Anything less all-einhracing would nullify the us,. of the word "cont-
moult). in the conummity college franchise i).

.1nother consequence of the community college' mandate is that community
service 0.e., adult education, community enrichment, and prohlem solving)
occupies a position of parity with the college transfer and other more securely
established programs. To anyone aware of the long-standing marginal status
of ACCE, the commitment of the community college to adult education
and community service is a triumph of educational achievement. Protected
by this mandate, it does not have to beg, apologize, or depend on the crumhs
of support and status left over from the remainder of the institution's program.
It is no longer a third-class stepchild. but has finally become a full - fledged,
equal partner in the educational enterprise. This flesh, legitimatized, and
to commitment to the community gives the community college a
highly strategic role in a quasi-systems approach to

In the second place, the community college is strategically located in the
administrative structure ranging from the local (1oiol district to the state
and national domain. It can maintain effective' relations in both directions,
and engage especially in supportive. complementary, and cooperative activi-
ties with thd local level on a lure -fo-face basis', The importance of the face-
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loface elk:minty) can scartcly in exaggerated, for in combination with the
Hod:Tian extension of the Flint mNlichigan) type of conminnity school, the
community college call provide the decisive link in the most effective system
tir the delivery of educational services now available in American society.
Coverage would In so (1)1111)10e, ;111d ruririnencss of resource, role, and func
bon so well respected that the most isolated person in the 1110,4 reillOte
house on the last I) lock could he reached and invited to participate in educa
tional endeavors without loss of autonomy.

in the third place, the community college can command impressive re-
sources for educational purposes and, at the same time, because of its in-be-
tween size, it can make use of these resources in a highly feasible manner.
in brief, its jurisdiction is large enough to develop "clout,- but small enough
to be manageable.

In the fourth place, the community college occupies a strategic position
in the use of knowledge and expertise. In general, the depth of knowledge
of the community college is greater than that of the elementary and secondary
school. and less than that of the four-year college and university.

Again, because of its in-between position, it can provide an indispensable
link between the production of knowkdge and its application. In this respect,
it is possible that the community college can ultimately become au approxi-
mate urban equivalent of the county agent and the subject-matter specialist,
who have played so powerful and crucial a role in the land grant system,
perhaps the nation's utmost significant contrilmtio to the realm of higher
education.

In MUMMIFY, we can state that we are now living in a 'twining .sociely,
in which contimmus learning is an indispensable requirement for the well-
being and fulfillment, if not survival, of the individual, the community, and
the society. We have also argued that programs of adult, continuing, and
community education. preferably in a .stptemie context, constitute a major
and promising vehicle by which this learning may proceed. The writer's
opinion is that a growing amount of convincing evidence, in a variety of
shapes and locations, provides support for the foregoing position.
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JAMES E. DEITZ

COMMUNITY CONTINUING
EDUCATION:

AN ALTERNATIVE RESOURCE

In its research report entitled "California People, Problems. Potential,- the
Rank of America includes a major section on California's schools. T

a

he con-
cluding paragraphs summarize succinctly the problem and potential we are
scheduled to discuss at this conference:

schools have long I Weil i) %MIRA' if immense pride to its residents and
have !well ilOportant factors in its popolation and industrial growth. Nevertheless,
th,,,.atisrautioi, with the public schools and higher ettucatiiffl appears to be hid:re:IS-
iligaTnong students and parents. The hulk nay lie to the way the schools are presently
constituted.

'Chew issues and disparities are among a host of difficulties facing education. Many
think that technology and new approaches to education have twill developed that
could Solve many of today's prol)leni, if they were applied. but resistance to break
with educational tradition is strong.

Because of firm social commitments, high community expectations, and
greatly strained financial resources, the time has come to break with certain.
traditional concepts and beliefs in post- secondary edocatiott. A productive,
tested additional resource is available for us to use increasingly to advance
quality and quantity in continuing education. All we need is to break with
a gravely restrictive conventional wisdom. The resource is action-oriented,
profit-motivated. private enterprise.

11'1. need increased application of private-enterprise resources in the opera-
tion and programs of post-secondary education, which will benefit students,
educators. citizens. employers, and taxpayers. Such application will enable
taxpayers and parents. public and private educators. businessmen and con-
sumers to fulfill inure adequately the continuing education commitment we
have made to students mid society.

Simply stated, this commitment is to provide all of the education necessary
to maximize each individual's potential, to give hint the knowledge and skills
that will prepare him to earn his own living. and to help hint formulate
the attitudes and understanding to contribute constructively to his society
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over-taxed 11:
tivity,
of privalt"tiav

1 NV(' encounter the dilemma of nuts - fulfillment and
1 tes,rlmces. The delivery system requires 111(1CitS12(11)rotlue-

, ;i significant advance can he realized %vith exiandeil use
resources,

tlitiENT CALIFORNIA RESOUII(:ES

On tht fill,U1011 StIK)Ort, post-secondary institutions (ii California
can be in three distinct resource categories: tax-supported, tax -

exempt. and
Tax-supported Institutions iaelnde 96 community colleges, 19 state eol-

teges, and nine branches of the University of California. They enroll approxi-
mately 1000,000 students annually, and are governed by public hoards. All
are financed through local. state, and federal taxes. While Wino!' fees are
collected from the general student body and tuition is paid by foreign and
out-of-state students, their contributions are negligible. In addition to receiv-
ing direct tax-dollar support for their operations, they realize a significant
cost benefit through total exemption It our property tax payments On the
land, buildings, and capital improvements.

Tax-exempt institutions include 51 major accredited (Western Association
of Schools and College:,0 colleges amid approximately 50 specialized, religious,
and smaller academic colleges. Together, these institutions enroll over
190,000 students iinnually. AB are non profit, and are exempt from local,
state, and federal taxes. They provide productive educational programs with-
out consuming tax dollars. Money to operate t' 'se colleges comes from
endowments, individual donations, church conirilwtions, and tuition fees.
Among the tax-exempt cantpuses are University the Pacific, Stanford,
University of Southern California, Pepperdine. Claremont, Cogswell Poly-
technical College, Golden Gate College, Simpson Bible College, and others
in law, music, art, medicine, business, and seminary studies.

The tax-exempt colleges are governed by individual, self-perpetuating
boards of trustees. Historically, these privately endowed, non-profit colleges
pioneered in development of the professional curricula now offered it) both
public and private institutions. Today, these 101 institaitions provide Califor-
nia with superior graduates from major fields of study at no cost to the
general public other than exemption from taxation on their asSets-Ultd income.

Nlany tax-exempt, independent colleges are experiencing severe financial
deficits. Since income derived from investments, donations, and student tui-
tion is insufficient to meet inflated costs in school operation, expanded Ilium-
eial aid is essential for their survival. Iligher fees to students will serve only
to restrict the advantages of our private colleges to the rich. Dir,:ct state
aid On an institutional basis is proposed, but constitutional problems involving
state-church relationship prohibit sufficient or intmediate rescue by this pro-
gram. Expansion in student loans and grants. or adoption of some form of
GI Bill is needed,
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The third catcgoly 1o. itsstittstirnt is as .ax -paying one about which we hear
very little, although California has approsimateb 900 such proprietary
schools and colleges that fulfill the needs of ;ipprosimately 1110,000 students
annually.

The proprietary (.01102,c consumes tso tai dollars. It enjoys 110 exemption
from local, state. or federal tax ashessitlelltS, It 1)1'1)010 our community with
(manned graduates contributes to tax revenues.

The private, proprietary- school industry is a grossing segment of our con-
tinuing educational system, and an alternative resource %yell small our inves-
tigation ;std support. Like the professional practitioner ,!4: law,
dentistry, or accounting, the proprietary-school educator provides a profes-
sional service to individuals quietly and efficiently. Ins survival (Ici)encls
totally on lulfilling client need (Intl expectation, 'Phis private enterprise alter-
native approach for continuing education is an overlooked institution that
can alleviate the problem of .,tbiinclant commitment and scarce resources
faced by the educational community today.

THE PRIVATE SCI 1001. INDusTu

educators, the proprietary school is often a mysterious, misunderstood
area of education. Mille it more closely parallels the world of business.
it shares innately common objectives with other educational institutions, It
appeals to the same clients. It confronts many of the same obstacles. attitudes,
and malignments.

The 9(10 independent. proprietary schools in California are primarily ca-
reer-oriented. job-trai»i»g schools. They range in size from seven students
attending classes for sea divers in Southern California to the more than 2,000
students at the Heald Engineering, Business, and Technical Complex in San
Francisco.

The proprietary school enrollment of approximately 100,0(0 students rep-
resents slightly more than 10% of the total enrollment in California's post-
secondary institutions. The range of courses is broad, as seen in the official
pnblication of offerings issued annually by the 1)epartment of Education,
where over MO separate private school courses are listed. These range from
adding machine repair to librarianship, from massage to wildlife manage-
ment. The most popular career programs are aircraft pilot, auto repair.
cosmetology. real estate. and office occupations, including accounting, cleri-
cal, data processing. and secretarial,

All 900 proprietary schools ate subject to statutory provisions of 1)ivision
21 of the California State Education Code. Code provisions are administered
by the Department of Education, Bureau of School Approvals, Curriculum
content, instructor credentials, and facility conditions are reviewed by the
bureau in its role of maintaining quality standards in private school programs.

Preparation for employment was pioneered by the proprietary school. Vie
first private business college was founded in San Francisco ill 1863. five
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years before the hooding of the University of California, 50 years before
the first community college. When public hinds for education were limited
to :3-H elementary and academicallyoriented secondary schools, the private
school provided the only source of institutionalized continuing education,
particularly for vocational purposes. By the turn of the century, California's
major proprietary school, Ilea ld's Business College in Suit Francisco, had
graduated nitre than 50010 students trained for business. Rosiness and halos-
trial leaders from Ilea las included scores of California's early industrial
giants: AT, Ciannini, founder of the Bank of America. Adolf Spreckles, and
Ileruran Fleish hacker.

Throughout its 110-year history, the C;difornia private school industry has
been steadfast in its unqualified belief that job preparation, career, and cm-
tinning ethwation represent relevnt, responsible, and accountable education,
Over the years, educational priorities in the public sector have shifted. Em-
phasis has oscillated among religious, academic, agricultural, scientific, and
vocational programs. Throughout the changing moods and popular positions
of public school hoards, private schools have served citizens by uninterrupted
adherence to training students for the world of work and community living.

Private schools have undergone radical changes during the past three years.
Competition has increased. National accreditation has become mandatory
for continued successful operation. Instructor qualifications have been up-
graded and monitored, The second-story, loft-type quarters have been re-
placed by modern and refurbished facilities. Eederal and state recognition
in terms of scholarship awards, availability of loans, and work -study programs
have accrued to the private school sector.

In the lligher Education Act Amendments of 1972, for the first time,
private schools \vele recognized as eligible institutions to participate in Col-
lege Work Study, Basic Opportunity Giants, NIX41, FISL. and SEOC.

Proprietary colleges in California and throughout the nation contribute
to the welfare of our business, industrial, and professional community, to
parents and students, and to the welfare of the general public through an
educational program that is self-supporting, freely chosen by its students,
existing in a competitive arena where alternative choices appear tetqlly free
to the stmlent, and where the primary h.ltion is placed on the ingenuity
of the administration, faculty, and hoard ii,-cetors responsible for maintain-
ing this form of educational enterprise. The proprietary schools exiA in it
hostile economic (Innate. Their services cost the student an average of $1,500
per academic year Across the sheet or down the block, he can obtain what
is marketed as ostensibly the Sin(' program absolutely free. Of significant
interest to our review is that development in the pris'ate school industry
in California and the United States within the past three years has dwarfed
accomplishments made over the past century.

In a hostile economic climate, where poblic education holds a 90% monop-
oly, proprietary education is experiencing a revolutionary new growth. lie-
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sponsible NN'S anal A.S1\ corporations have invested millions of dollars in
proprietary ednuathm in Gthlornia within the last three years. They include

towel!. International Telephone and 'Telegraph, laternational Indus-
tries. l.ear Siegler, Ford-Philco, Control l)atit Corporation, and others.
The investment is in the direct operation of postsecondary educational kno-
grams mid institutions.

Major corporations have invested in our industry for one bash- reason,
They seek a profitable NAM] on their investment. They believe that profits
come where needs are full mid whore inadequate production is available
to meet those needs. \\lien our traditional educational institutions allocate
80";, of their resources for programs that the needs of 20% of the student
population, and conversely, %Olen ,S0";, of our student population want and
need the employmentoriented education to wind] only 20% of the funds
are directed, seastmed entrepreneurs Nvill venture new capital. Their invest-
ment has now provided a viable. alternative educational resource, I believe
that we will winless continued. skirt) growth in the partnership between
private and public- efforts in the years ahead and that we should start to
adopt plans and policies to capitalize on this productive resource,

PRODUCTIVITY: PROPRIETARY P110(3%1 .k1)'.V,VTAGES

What benefits swill accrue to students, to educators, and to the general
community from increased use of private resources?

Additional quantification will be an important and necessary development.
Achievement and productivity will be measured in more precise terms, Pri-
vate firMS are bidding on the basis of -production" rather than -time- for
major federally financed basic education programs for adults. Reading-level
advancement measured by predetermined tests rather than months of instruc-
tion serves as the basis for making payment to the successful bidder. NVhere
in the past we have used a quarter, semester, or similar time period as the
constant factor in education and a letter of percentage grade as the variable,
private schools will place greater emphasis on achievement. A predetermined
level of achievement will be the constant and the time required to achieve,
this level will be the variable,

We will witness considerable advancement in the application of technology
to the field of education. especially in die form of computer-assisted instruc-
tion. Wherever greater productive efficiency can be achieved, the profit
motive will foster its introduction.

The environment for educators will change considerably and favorably,
lienefilsinclude estentled freedom umd broadened administrative control.
Recently, NVilliant R. Nlanning, Superintendent of Schools in Washington,

announced his rutirentent to loin a major new entrant iii the field
of private enterprise in education. Ile cited his major reason as greatly in-
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creased il(1111itlisl hilt% I.' 00111.1 III 111,11i1111/0 Lis influence through the more
iccotilital Ile and less political processes ;ind techniques of the private sector,

.1nother major and e\citiug benefit to be realized from further Ilse Of
irrivate resources is die increased freedom of choice it will provide to the
student and community, Today it is primarily the ;diluent alto send their
sons autl daughters to private institutions, x% ith expanded use of private re-
sources., every citizen, rich or poor, should be able to attend the institutiou
of his choice.

The public school administrator \rill enjoy more alternatives for ha:idling
special ectktuational prol+leills. the t >pportunity to Melody specialized
lion i, such laiigthkg as (.1iiiiese. German, or Greek xx ill lie more readily
available when the 1A...4111,1A:12S of privately established, specialized language
schools +null as Ilerlitz can he used freely and equally in both secondary
and continuing ethicatioll.

The private sector is highly competitive. The (1)1(1 world of business reality
means intense competition for consumer acceptance. Elections arc held daily
with produ,t and service users determining which producers .should be re-
'tained. (:ompetition tightens every facet of a company's or institution's opera-
tion, for it most he prothictivelY responsive to its patron or student. Competi-
tion forces die private school to operate on a very close Iniclget, to produce

Imt is expected, and to constantly meet the demands of its supporters. \ Vould
it not be to the benefit of all concerned to promote and develop ;Meted
competition in the field of continuing

basil' standards are legislatively prescribed for private sector schools,
they ouitinue to operate with minimum outside influence and a reasonable
degree of 'political immunity. tieing removed from the turmoil of the political
arena in which public education finds itself today offers xhat 1 believe you
x ill accept as prima f(p'ila evidence of a distinct operational idvatitag.

1:Aixtlitling direct involvement of private enterprise in school operation
mat increasing use Of private sector management teclmitins it) echiational
;Idministration result in more accurate identification of responsibility,
1\lio is responsible for operating the individual post-secondary and
educational institutions in Califoinia today'' Is it the Governor, the stale
Legislature, the .1ssmbly-Seuale Education (:onimittecs, the taxpayer, the
layman, the president or chancellor of the local college, the board of gover-
nors of the state colleges, or the board of trustees, regents, students, faculty?
F.,stablishing, exactly who is responsible for what facet of the operation of
our post-secinnlary programs Imlay is no easy task. As we drift to greater
disbursement of responsibility and accountability, \VC find it deterioration
ill I/10 01(2(1 iVelteSS and productivity of an institution. Private enterprise
inanag,enient systems and orgalli/dtionikl structures will provide clearer iden-
tification of respoosibility Intl added ace, motability.

Itelevaticy in food, clothing, and shelter is determined through the private
enterpre system by indtviditill selection and free choice. The marketing
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mechanism haves pi oilman, to define relevancy on the basis of what the
three( consume! swill boy with his discretionary dollars, This country's main
vehicle for delis cry of food, clothing, and shelter----the private-enterprise
system--delivers primarily on the basis of individual determination of rele-
vancy. There is little nee(' for lengthy in-house sessions of academic discus-
sions to establish ;old dictate svhat is !decant to the user, The moment of
truth conies quickly in the hum of product or stirs tcc it('ellIittll'e or 1'1...41110M
Unless subsidized by and inanthitecl foin a thirst party, this acceptance or
rejection promptly establishes the relevancy of additional production. In the
private-enterprise sector. relevancy is survival, irrelo'ancy is bankruptcy,
\Vim Itl not such discipline applied to continuing education courses result
in more efficient, relevant. onsimier-oriented expenditure of the obviously
limited ;old currently inadequate educational dollars?

1)11It'ATE SECTOR USE

At last year's conference, in his opening remarks, Charles Young said, "Just
as all campuses should not duplicate the offerings and specializations of each
other, the university should not duplicate what the state and junior colleges
do as well or betterand at lower cost,"

This same concept can apply to a third alternative resource, The educa-
tional community, the taxpayer, the student, and the legislator should be
ready to permit educational programs to he based ou results and costs with
alternative choices to include it profit-oriented proprietary school or program,

CONCLUSION

Insufficient resources are 1)6;4; applied to a firmly established commitment
for continuing education. We are short on capacity and long on demands.
It is wrong to expect pohlie ioal the public sector alone to ;issunie
the entire burden especially when private .schools and private-sector resources
are now available to assmae a greater share of the responsibility.

In light of out responsibility to meet a broad educational commitment,
imposing increasing demands on an already overburdened and problem-
plagued public education.,1 system, it is nnwise to forsake any longer the
greater use of our business and industrial capacity. We should capitalize
on the tested, productive, add now ready, willing, and able resources of
private enterprise to assist and became a working partner in the great task
of educating this generation. It is irresponsible not to let the human, material,
and capital resources of our vast private sector be applied to the resolution
of current problems and to the uncem of continuing education in the
decade
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REACTIONS OF THE PANEL
A reactor panel, composed of Melvin L. Barlow, Professor of Education,
UCLA; Robert E, l lolcomb, Dean of Continuing Education, East Los Angeles
College; and Judson P. Bradshaw, Director of ..1didt Education and Communi-
ty Services, San Diego Community Colleges, California and President, Na-
tional Association for Public., Continuing. and Adult Education, discussed
the preceding two papers. The highlights of their remarks are included here.

One respondent agreed on the right to know, to learn, to understand,
to participate, and to develop, and added to the list the iudividuars right
to be different.

The fonrday workweek, with three days for leisure, is a challenge, but
this can become four days in one job and three days in another, which shows
that the extra time is frequently taken up to provide a supplementary income.
Although we see that the necessity for the continuing nature of education
is appropriate and part of the future, the provisions for one who is working
and the one %vim is retired have not I seen reached yet,

As for the "community. education concept, we hart' nut yet learned how
to manage this kind of system. In accrediting a junior high school recently,
it was pointed out that the school could improve tremendously if it used
the resources of the nearby community, yet the machinery to use it was
not part of the administrative background of the principal or administrator.

A doctoral candidate once asked what the private school has that the
public school does not have, as he wanted to investigate the differences
between the two Obviously, it has something going for it, but is not too
\Veit leon'Stthld. EXtreille iuipnrtauice should be placed on career and work-
oriented education. for it seems to be getting into the public system at a
very slow. rate.

East Los Angeles College has had for many years the most extensive civic
center 1.Togram in the United States. About :3000 students are attending
classes in a continuing education program in government buildings through-
out Los Angeles, a program that the college is extremely, proud of and anxious
to continue.

This year, LOS Angeles Colleges have a new chancellor (Leslie Ko lta0
Yvith a new idea called "Outreach,- which is what the .community colleges
can and should be practicing in continuing education. The traditional pro-
grams will stay, hut the number of students in them may drop. It is therefore
incumbent on the colleges to move in this new direction. Vlore students
came last semester than in the last 10 years, and primarily through the
Outreach Program. We are going out to meet the community and seek out
those who lack the money, the confidence, the time, the physical ability,
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or the transportation to come to us. We are trying to provide the saute
things outside tlw college as We provide Within it tire counseling. the tutor-
ing, the involvement, the library services. and the community services.

Those new students are the woolen wanting to return to college, the aged
who wish to review and renew, the drop-outs who want to drop in, the
businessmen who wish to gain tww xistas, the veteran Who Wishes to renew
and readjust. and government employees who wish to upgrade their skills,
11'e are trying to assist the minority mid the disadvantaged who have a
generally low self-image, to help the unemployed, End to provide the hand-
icapped with new skills, new opportunities, and Hew hope. We realize that
we must also provide new methods of instruction. for we cannot rely On
the typical lectors,. We must consider the age, the experience, and the psy-
chology of the new students. with emphasis on their nature, The older students
are not stereotypes; they are not interested in the "inky-crafts)." pattern
we hase often associated with them. They are apprehensive about grades,
Amu pressure, about credit. They want a system that provides simple regis-
tration and a non-threatening atmosphere. They are only one example of
the continuing- education person we are looking for and we must investigate
them before trying to provide for their needs.

Another problem in coutintsing education its the community colleg,es is
the duplication now muler attack in the State Legislmnre. It has established
area councils to determine the function of the various educational establish-
ments and to delineate the differences.

The devotion of the colleges to continuing education must incorporate
the full construct of various services. The determination and support must
come from the department chairmen and from the admissions office, and
not be hunted or hampered by them. We most provide one-step registration,
registration by mail, at the binary, at the storefront, or at the jail if necessary,
The college must be geared toward mini-courses and module teaching and
must ilichide easy registration by taking the bookstore and the bursar's office
to the community.

The aged, the handicapped, the involved businessman, or the veteran will
not become customers in a time-wasting college continuation program,
bogged down in irrelevant details. Continuing education is inure than just
taking classrooms to the community; it should include as many auxiliary
services as the community desires and is willing to s'opport financially. Ideally,
it would Mchtde such services as comiseling, tutoring, student activities, reme-
dial assistance, librat y. services, financial aids, etc., hit it is difficult to analyze,
;rod determine what is most needed. The In Angeles District also has a
high school adult program, ill which the college !mist determine how it can
help.

A good example of the work that imist be done by the conommity college
and that cannot be done by the private sector is the teacher-aide program.
This started alu six years ago and now East Los Angeles College has 2(i
classes for teacher aides. most of whom were deprived. middle-aged Mexican
and Hack women. This year many of them are graduating from California
State Colleges, University of Southern California, and UCLA. Front people
who were depressed and had a low self-image. they have become people
who will 1w teaching in the public schools. proud of themselves and of what
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they l)avr done. This is an eample of what the unimminity college can
do best.

The age-old question of credit or till credit should he decided by tlw
consumer anti not by us. The older citizen. a good eamplc 01 that is in
favor of the non-threatening. non credit course and we inust provide it

The college plans to continue to cpand these programs, (:urrently it has
:31 classes at the sherill's academy. 3 Wad Stint classes. telephone classes
at the high school that are broadcast to other local high schools, :3 classes
at the city jails, a Veteran Outreach ogram, and Friday evening and Salm,
day classes at the college. By the time this report is published, it will have
classes in Chitiato%c ti, Little Tokyo, and the parochial silitiols.

..1.tiother kactot pointed out the need for both open-entry and open-exit
vocational education, .1.t the twit of the century. the machine did (i °,4 of
the %York., today it is doing 1)(i";) of the work, lint is also displacing 1000
jobs every veek, .1 \Yorker now entering the labor force at age 20 sill go
through seven major retraining periods in a 40-year career,

There is ;t big job ahead for of acs lot private education. the state
colleges, the iiiiiersities, the community iollegcsthe hole range of educa-
tion. There is more to do than e have time for. Private education must
be careful how it begins to absorb public money, for it will become politically

_bound once it tries to use publie funds and will nut base the political intntsaui
tv it Naas 110\1.

One unusual ;Program in San 1)iego k example of as cooperative effort
in education, It is a program for au ethicational-ciiitural conwlex in southeast
San t)iego, the poort.r part of the city, liere the people need the education
most. .1fter considtation vith many community. civic. and educational
groups, the college developed the l'alucational-Cultural (:enter, with 1.1 tires

land taml six more to camel and funds from 111.31'. \lode' (:ities ()rganitit-
Lion, this federal government, the city government, the community college

and possibly from the State of (:aliforitia. The Ethicational-(:ultural
(:ratter will grow.' from groundzero through graduate school. It will offer
the adult a chance at anything he desires. itiecreation hits been oinitteil
because there are recreation parks within two blocks of the (:enter.) l'he
library commission ill build a library to serve the needs of both the commu-
nity anti the students taking classes there,

Just discover iiVV oceans unless he is willing to lose sight
of the shore, so continuing education 11111.1St tt) nose 1111 10.111111t :00
much worry aliont the results and imist get away from the l'llITt'llt
center.

hi response to questions, Mr. 1)eitt gave details of lie ild College's opera-
tion, e.g., term length, centraliied curriculum, course plaits, basic textbooks,
etc. Ile stressed °tiering wide choice to the recipient and client for educa-
tional services. thereby effecting wholesome and productive changes in the
etliii.ational system,

Ile added that Heald had recently participated in 82.250,000 in federally
insured student loans in its nine schools and had found the intricacies ()I'
papervork, auditing. and lack of political immunity "horrendous.- .1Ithough
he agreed that gtwerninent ilollars cannot be spent without control. the
procedures at times seemed capricious.
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ERVIN L. HARIACHER

COMMUNITY RENEWAL COLLEGE

For several years, I have been talking and writing about a concept that,
perhaps mistakenly. I have called the "community renewal college." 1 say
"perhaps mistakenly" because, to date, a conspicuous scarcity of educators
coutside my own modest efforts) has been rushing to espouse the concept
and. in coimnitment to it, attempting to implement it in their own districts.

Two. possibly three, conditions may account for this. First, the whole
C111110dieti a vast expansion of the purposes and functions of communi-

ty services, and surprisingly many educators still fail to understand and appre-
ciate why coniiminity services are a necessary part of their college operations.
Second, the idea Was suit advanced by 0 professional theorist dreaming in
his ivory tower but by it practicing community college president who, ipso
fitrio, is an implementernot a theorist, The third reason is that the concept
as originally propounded focused too much on the coMmunity as a whole
rather ,than the individuals who comprise it. Obviously, a community tends
to decline, and thus 1w in need of renewal, only through personal obsoles-
cence, and, because of this, focus should have been on human renewal rather
than on rejuvenation of the wider entity. Whatever the case, I should like
to acquaint you with some of the principles underlying, my rethinking of
the concept, and to throw out a challenge.

I believe the community college needs to re-evaluate itself :11 terms of
its efficacy as a facilitator of the American dream of upward socioeconomic
mobility through further education, Perhaps its past errorif, indeed, it has
been an errorlies iii its overemphasis On its role as catalyst in initiating
that vague something called community action and social change. Perhaps
now it should get closer to the grass roots, the individuals who comprise
the community, and concentrate more on the human renewal aspects of its
offerings than on the ways it tries to induce student !earning. Perhaps, during
the past decade, it has relied so heavily on technological methodology as
an aid to !earning that it has lost touch with the individual it is intended
to serve.

11'hether or not we are willing to admit it, the community college has
done nothingor very littleto change the credential-oriented attitude of
the American public, Though we have talked a great deal about developing
the individual to his fullest potential, it has usually been seen as his ability
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to achieve 111(' .1. 1., A.S., Or .A.S. \'t' 11:04V, gut Seriously l'Otttildt2t111
leaning trona the point of sieev of an individual who finds joy and satisfaction
in knowing today more than he knee>. yesterday, 01211 though evliat lie has
learned does not qualify him for a specific degree. The idea that 9 percent
of all students can master teaming tasks is probably sound. 'Ow question
is whether that same percentage can master the number of tasks we say
1e iiinst to receive a degree. ['or those >elm cannot. or 1)C111,11)S (10111 even
Want 10. 110W (101'S "the people's college" prepare 1110ft., enlightened citizens
to make better judgments in accordance with "the people shall fledge"?

Ilookdale. the Institute of Community Services has been supplying
partial aossvers. Charged with the responsibility of taking the college to the
people, the institute last year operated, through its extension services depart-
ment, 15 format education tstt.'11.,i011 centers located throughout the county,
a \Veeleeliel College on the main eatisns.,itial from one to six classes each
in Inkiness, industrial, government. and welfare organizations, The aim >vas

not ncrevenrity to move attending students toward a degree, though this
option was available. The main purpose >vas to help students to define their
competenciesboth those they ',dread)' had and those they wanted to (level-
opas effective human beingspersonalty. cominimicatie-ety, vocationally,
and recreationally. The over-all goal %vas to teach 1.11(211t (Inn' toe /CO so
that, more than meresty fostering the desire for lifelong learning, we might
give them the tools to translate the desire into lifelong reality,

hi addition. the Institute provided numerous other community services
of an informal natiire. Of particular interest were the activities for developing
Ionian resources carried out by the Itistitiite's Community Learning Center.

Located in the heart of one of Monmouth (.:omity's largest black and Puerto
Rican communities, the Center is probably lirookelale's most outstanding
community services program. It concentrates on counseling, On college-
preparatory studies, even on college courses for community. residents with
economic and educational deficiencies, It provides the nucleus Liromal which
I had hewed to expand the Brookdale version of the community reuesval
college, though it is only one manifestation of the entire connwinity service
concept that actually gave birth to the idea.

.'et the Center, educational services tailored to the needs of community
individuals are provided "in a friendly and informal fashion. without thought
of credits or degrees or anything more than to assist the burgeoning of under-
standing in the individual as a member of a personal, physical, political,
economic, artistic. and spiritual worldfl There, community members gain
useful skills that equip them for more than one vocation. There. they receive
consumer education. better understanding of their rights in and relationship
to law enforcement. training in basic learning quid communication skills. inlet
the high school-equivalency dij)loina, There. nearly 500 inelivieluals, many

S, wood K 1:t.141. \,t S1..1111,4., I /0,,. It PiiE
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of theca high school dropouts of many Years' standing, were served last year
through the General Education Development and English.as-a-Second-
I-atiguage programs.

Vie people who pass through the Community Learning Center are not
seeking a degree, but personal upgrading and performance skills, Sonic do
enter limokdale, hut more hod their nic'he's in the world of work, safe in
the knowledge that the door of the Center will always be open when they
are again m need of 1111114111 retIVW:11.

I am not denigrating the value of the degree, our ;on I suggesting that
any less emphasis should be placed on its achievement. What I ;tin suggesting
is that the community college, because of its stated philosophy, is obliged
to take the studentany studentto wherever he is able to go, with dispatch
or with patience as the individual tae' may require. I am also suggesting
that informal education plays an important role in many people's lives. Ob-
stacle's that prevent indivichtal's traveling the degree route don't necessar-
ily prevent his learning, nand it is here that community services make their
greatest contribution.

Informal education isor ought to bethe fort' of commonity services.
Unfortunately, though, in too many colleges the Office of Community Ser-
vices is aSSigtlett the responsibility for providing merely cultural and recrea-
(Mail divertissements, activities that can be given equally well (and frequent-
ly are) by other community agencies, together with it few educational experi-
ences encapsulated lit pleasant placebos and designed primarily for citizens
who are ;dready well educated.

In view of these considerations, I suggest that the community college
assume a character truly its own. I suggest that it reconstitute itself as att
institution dedicated to the proposition that human renewalthe individual
upgrading of every citilen within its districtis its primary and overriding
purpose. I suggest that it t ) divorce itself front the notion that an individual's
ability to acciumilate credits is the ultimate measure of his worth; (2) that
it more fully discharge its obligation to help every member of its community
acquire the basic skills and understandings needed for effective functioniug
in a world in flux; and (3) that it revitalize its efforts to generate a sense
of responsibility for the future, which, to date, it has done only imperfectly
by failing to reach the non-credentially oriented. 1 suggest that we, as educa-
tors and molders ur flit' citiftlis or 1,,,,,orrow propound the philosophy that
society, like, democracy as Dewey told us tong ago), is not an heirloom
to be handed down intact [ruin generation to generation. Bather, becanse
its environment is perennially changing. society 'oust lie re-created by genera-
tion after gcneratiem, so that the costly disease of community decay and
the wasteful erosion of human resources can be prevented.

Sitmewhere. there has to be a beginning. As I see it, the community renewal
unlike. many four -year colleges and universities, will place higher

value on the individual than on the institution, believing that the higher
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the degree of individual sell-realization, the greater the well-being of society
at large. Society is only as great and as good as the individuals who comprise
it, and the community renewal college, therefore, will place highest priority,
on enriching the lives of all its constituents.

This brings me to the challenges I promised you earlier, When I began
preparing this paper, I had no idea that I %%amid he moving this fall to
the Chancellorship of a major, inulticollege district. Consequently, I planned
to challenge California multicollege district with future expansion in mind
to forego its plans for establishing an additional formal campus in the district
and develop in its stead a community renewal college. Why California?
Because this state is probably most advanced in its practice of the principles
on which the community college movement was founded, and because its
communities are thoroughly committed to that movement, it would he natu-
ral for such an experiment at the community college level to begin here.

My move to the \letropolitan Kansas City community college district,
however, now makes it possible for MO to pick up my Own challenge and
develop further some of the practices tried and found worthy at Brookdale,
With emphasis On defined competencies and student- college educational
pacts that attempt to guarantee student achievement of them, it would be
possible to bring further education to more people than ever before and
thus to validate the concept of universal higher education. Thus it is my
goal at Kansas City to develop in doe course a community' renewal college
as a fourth college of the district: a college that would be without a formal
campus; a college that would establish a network of learning sites offering
both formal and informal learning opportunities: a college that would use
a faculty, not solely of academically credentialled individuals, but of commu-
nity personnel with demonstrated expertise in their special fields, thus making
the entire community college district a laboratory for learning; a college
that would emphasize multimedia, multiniodal, self-instructional learning
systems, freeschedoled coursesrecognizing that what is learned is more
important than what is taught.

Perhaps a California community college district will still join in a simulta-
neous experiment, with the same ends in view,
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WILLIAM A, KEW

A TIME TO WHIMPER

We are now well into our second decade of an expanded community service
concept in the community colleges and. as with other programs of this institu-
tion, we are involved, whether we like it or not, in an assessment of our
progress.

I should like to discuss one aspect of this assessment, the training and
preparation of directors of community services. I shall categorize toy remarks
into three broad areas, namely, (I) Where were we? (2) 'Whew are we now?
( :3) 11'here are we going?

(1) Where Were We?

Tillie will permit little more than a superficial glance at directors of commu-
nity services in the 1060s. Nor will time permit tote to do more. than paint
a composite picture of the typical director of this beginning era, Before
I do so, however, we must consider the following societal conditions;

a. The student revolt that took place its the 60s manifested itself on the
campuses of universities and senior institutions of higher education.

h. While some comumniLy colleges were affected by the student revolt,
it affected proportionately only a fraction of those in operation.

c. The resultant dissatisfaction with the students and with higher education
moved middle-class citizens in general to more positive action, which
in tom resulted iu focusing on the use of local institutions to solve
community problems.

I have seers no sor...iological or political studies with which to test these
statements, lint we all know the effort of community action and community
involvement that was stun (hiring the 60s. In my judgment, these were exam-
ples of the effort to conduct local housekeeping and to improve the quality
of life through activity dose to house. A good case could he made for this
hypothesis, particularly in the urban areas of discontent,
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IVe must ic.ecpt the premise. as do many of our colleagues. that only
in the past 15 yea's has our society viewed the comumnity college as a
comprehensive institution,

This is important beeause it found our junior colleges relatively unprepared
f. r assignment as comprehensive institutions. at least in some aspects of
trcini!,1,. Presidents were quick to reeogniie the value of positive programs
that linked the junior college more directly Mid Widely with the community.
These programs wonld produce greater support from the community and.
whereas credit (1/Ill'Ses satisfied hundreds of students. cultural events, the
use of fiteilities, and recreation programs hunched the concerned hearts of
thousands. Once it ads Seen that not only were these programs influential,
but also that they were budget bonantas, the administrative world saw the
golden glow told the junior colleges were PR promises,

The first step was to identify the administrative structure and find it bright
young community-oriented person to head it. Among the most successful!
examples of this, Foothill College in California and Ern llarlacher come
to mind immediately. Other colleges were more emiservative and the choices
Were nut u> happy. part, however, good aggressie people
were found, Ind this aggressiveness contained the seeds of the programs'
destruct ion.

These good Illell-111) to their ears in everyday problems. overwhelmed
by the reaction of communities awakened by the sleeping giant, swept into
direct community involvement about which they knew nothing. searching
for management answers. and begging for assistaucewere at first left mostly
to their 05511 devices. Nlost universities regarded this phenomenon ilS a SeCnIld-
or third-level function, and continued to train hundreds of administrators
as potential presidents with no or little regard for manpower needs, Most
senior institutions still do not understand community services at the communi-
ty college level.

Only it few laud grunt institutions seem to tinderstand that the community
college. with its potential for wide service, is in fact alt extension of the
idea for service that these same institutions represented in the agricultural
and industrial revolutions of the 19th century.

UCLA's Johnson and Knitter. Michigan State's Raines and Myran are nota-
ble potential exceptions. I Sit Y "rOtelit Weil I LW believe that total action
is still unrealized. I intend to add Virginia Tech to this list of land grant
in\iitntions ',ihsorbed in this truly monumental concept.

The scene Was a group of untrained butt dedicated people, doing a 11111161de
job, and depending on their own orgarniational skills to provide a much-need-
ed unifying leadership. It is interesting (and documenteth that the ternt "com-
munity services- was nut found in California's toaster plan for higher educa-
tion ill 1960, but that by 1967 community services as a 111110i011 was a
requirenivnt fur accreditation by the Vcstern .1ssociation of Schools and
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:olleges. This enai molls Ch1111:0 tS product Of 1110 persuasiveness i111(1
leall(Iship 1)1 Millie 1)1 the people on this panel. It :its() represented a responS4'
It) it Mtge' 01111)100 St.9% it:t. that our citi/enry has collie to expect
limn its institutions of education.

.2 1I'here .kre Nose?

AS ill ally 01 those s% ho la.gan (Ito battle have become casual-
ties of it or 11a1(.' captured 1)\' 0111(.1' al'Vas 1)1 Olt' l'01111111111ily college,

Vhether beeduse of frustration, lack of security, a need for change. or an
opportunity tor promotion. many of these frontiersmen have gone till 11110

11111VUrsi1 1' 1)(11111011s. or student personnel services, or have be-
come 111. iliSit'lluti011. \fatly are still at their desks, kit at this moment

1,1[(m )1' only i4 few ssho (11) out (Valli a higher position and would tart
lease that desk if die oppouttnlity presented itself.

The present is hleak ill mati ways for. S1 hilt 11111(11 (1()1'k was done iti
the late tilts to build a tosononi of linignage and 111 establish a national
unifying organi/ation, 111 1110 \Sas thane to bring an element of training to

core of functioning :tilministrators stoiggling for identity anti support. .1r-
thur Cohen rightly speak.; of this period as "the tss flight future of a function."

I:or whatever reasons C\111:011 11, the Hall is that community services.
iii the broad definition, have never really conic to fruition .1 a function
of the conummity college. The finiction is rapidly hecoining "continuing
education" and IS Slipping into the s(1;11111) of a(11111 e(111(a11011.

This is I`Villellt ill IllallY the 7 1:3 institutions reporting to the
National Gunned on Community Services tN(:CSI for Community and Junior
Colleges in 1972-7:3. only 26.",', gaV(' the function the status of all administra-
tor with the term "community services- in his title. Of those responsible
for the program described in the criteria. 11101T either in('S1(1(111S, pro-

vosts. academic (leans, or their associates. The largest reported group. 3 ).:3";).
sere student personnel. eyten(led day. and contiiiiiing education directors.
.1ii additional 9.:3"6 included a scattering of titles Iron) registrar to selected
department heads. Nest to the coniniiiiiity services designation. the largest
single group (1as 111011111.1M as directors of continuing education. I have no
statistical study t i support my feehogs. lint I helieve this Was imt the trend
tsto years ago. Nleinliersliip in the N(:CS has declined steadily in the past
two years.

It appears that the described function of coniniiinity services may la. under-
going a subtle change. The continuing education unit adopted recently by
the Southern States Accrediting AS....,ele.y way have enormous impact in mov-
ing must conminnity sees ice activities into the evening college (Tech( courses.
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It will certainly tuutpy the time of whatever staff is available to handle
community service ;lois ities and could even bring in MONO' to the COInnittin.
ty college operational budget.

As I mentimied before, we are in a period of assessment. All activities
of the community college are now standing in line waiting for the tally,
to he taken. Cohen and others have been telling his for years that a proper
evaluation of our programs is essential to the success of the community college
movement, I state categorically that community services have not prepared
for program assessment and are now at the time when moving from the
twilight to the sunrise will depend on the ability to learn this trade,

The active revolution is over and the interest in local solutions to local
problems is at a significant crossroads, if uonummity colleges can continue
their role in providing support for coninnontY Problem solving, they wit)
have moved education into a perspective of the future not visualized since
the Morrill Act of 1862, The problem is now whether this can he done
since so much time has been lost.

(:3) Where Are We Going?

Max Raines, at a connminity service symposium ill Maine in the slimmer
of l97.2, spoke of lessons he had learned in his and Myron's significant pro-
gram of community service leadership training conducted during the past
three years at Michigan State, First, he listed the competencies a community
service director needed if he was to do his job. His list reads something
like Maslow's list for self-actualization. A director, according to Raines, needs
to be aggressive in locating money, facilities, and equipment; he needs the
social awareness to placate board members and administrators; he must have
the ability to seduce faculty members into extra activity; and he needs the
management skiffs necessary to maintain a wide variety of programs at one
aline. Ile must he a sociologist and a psychologist, and, finally, he must have
the skills necessary to compete in a world of great demand. In short, he
must he a tremendous person,

Raines goes on to describe what must be done by this individual and
suggests the necessary competencies. A director, to implement a viable pro
gram should he trained in needs identification, management skills, program
processing (including i!itercultural programing), survey analysis, socionietry,
and the techniques of leadership,

I recently completed an analysis of the needs of community service direc-
tors of Virginia and, with their help, developed a competency list that will
become the center of our Title I training program planned to begin in Sep-
tember.
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a. administrative oigaiiiiatinnal patterns tor community services-contiiiii-
Mg education

l). finance uptittns ;old support
e. community surveys and needs zissessments
d. program immagement
e. aisory committees
I. faculty involvement in community services activities
g. program evaluation procedures
ti the use Of cable il`it'Vki011 in continuing education
1. the writing of policy and procedural manuals
j. the catalytic function of community involvement leadership
k. issues and trends iii commiiiiity servicesnational and statexvide

(:miniiiinity services as functions of the community college at.' facing a test
hx. fire, Their survival \%I11 depend on our id)ility to train potential and
experienced directors in our 1101V processes.'The Unit' \Olen a program, imsup-
ported by planning and evaluation, can sustain a function is past and it is

uncertain vv Nether the present and (tame cadre of community service person-
'lel can or Will 11 leCi the challenge that Sequel so exciting in 1960
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ARTHUR M. COHEN

EFFECTING TRUE COMMUNITY SERVICES

I appreciate the opportunity to talk about community services. although
I know very little about the topic. This is obvious hecause I have written
only one article on it, If I kni..AV 1/10D.% I assure you I would have written
more.

Nly one article. "The Twilight Future of a Function,- was done at the
invitation of Tint \Vetch, the editor of Comm/miry Services Coto ly$1,1 who
asked me to do a piece extending the ideas in Dateline 79'2 into community
services. I immediately begins to look for a definition of the term, "community
services- to which I could adhere. I searched the literature. asked my col-
leagues, called other people, and came to the realization that there is no
consistent definition. fait even a coherent definition is hard to find.

The available definitions of community services seem to fall into two
categories: those that say community services are everything the community
college does and those that say they are everything except for certain tradi-
tional functions, An example of the first definition is afforded by Cundar
Nlyran3 who says that community services are "Those action programs . .

which direct the educational resources of the college toward serving individ-
ual, group and community needs. In a broad sense, all community college
efforts can be interpreted as community services.- I larlacheri offers an exam
pie of the second when he says, "Community services are educational, cultur-
al. anal recreational services above and beyond regularly scheduled day and
evening classes." Both definitions are reprinted in the Brief distributed at
the conference by the ERIC: Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges.

Think of air outsider faced with these definitions. On the one hand is
Nlyrall's, which is all-inclusive, Everything the community college does is
a service to the community. It is a wonderful, high-sounding definition, but
how call it lend direction to program development? Ilarlacher's definition,
on the other hand, is a definition by exclusion. community services are
everything "beyond regularly scheduled . . classes.- the act of putting an

I .1 9111041ttil . I ier 10I \,01..1,11 ',Al. 111111111110h 4, h
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activity in a schedule denies it to community services. A group of people
meeting together to icflect on community problems is a community service,
but it we assign a course Mi Inher intl title to that activity, it reaSeS to he
a service to the community, [kw far can we go with that definition?

.1s I made my way through the literature seeking consistent definitions,
I liegaii to feel much better about illy own lack of knowledge, because 1
realized that malty people considered experts in the field were operating
within what seemed to he useless definitions. If community services are
everything the college does in everything it does except for its regularly
scheduled classes, they must in fact he anything the person ['sing the term
wants it to he. Cl'his is not the only institutional function that falls into
such a category general education has survived for decades within a similar-
ly Vague conceptUal arena.) Although several people have taken me to task
for concluding that community services are inconsistent. lacking firm support
within the institution. and hence doomed to a twilight status as a peripheral
activity, no one has been better able to explain exactly what community'
SerVices are in a positive form. Always the negative, always the definition
of what it is not. Yon can't expect outsiders to understand what it is you
are doing if you don't understand it quite well yourself,

Another thing that troubles ine considerably about conilitutlity services
is the appareut hick of support for the function. Community service directors
and their friends can get together at conferences like this and talk about
the good work they are doing, hit outside their ranks there appears to he
little sy mpathy for the various types of community upgrading they propose.
The Project Focus study done by the Ainericall Association of Junior Colleges
in 1971 reflects this lack of support. Ninety presidents were asked to rank
community college goals in order of preference. They put the general goal.
"Respond to need of local commtmity,- fourth in their list, but; when it
came to spc(*tie community-oriented goals, they were placed near the bot-
tom. I'm example, the goal. "Help solve social or political problems in the
immediate geographical area," was ranked 23rd and "Ilelp formulate pro-
grams in public policy areas, e.g., pollution control- was 2.Ith in a list of
2(i. This suggests that community services are one of many functions that
it is nice to be committed to as long as they earry no commitment! Everyone
agrees that the community college should serve the community, but, as soon
as that service is translated into specific activity. the function moves to the
bottom of the list.

Out' more problem that plagues community services is the definition of
the community itself. Which community are you serving? I have a hard
time defining the commlinity that is to he upgraded or served or assisted
iu 51)111)' way. There are various ethnic. cultural, and economic enclaves in
every region. .\ community college district includes any number of social
strata and sub-strata depending on who is doing the enumeration. Therefore
it seems that the community. continuing education and community renewal
functions are difficult to arrange if for no other reason than that we can
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never he ton, \e win" we ale arranging than tn., I don't olio; the
problem is mitigated much by saying what t have heard at this conference;
"11'e are talking about 1111)11;1)1 renewal rather than community renewal."
Humans are no less colliple as individuals than as aggregations. I have always
been suspicious of those educators who wind(' assess people to determine
all their needs so that they could lie tulfilled, To say we are going to determine
community needs and then set out to satisfy then) is no less presumptuous,

The point is that community service as a concept has problems within
the community college as an institution. Because it is ill-defined, it sustains
the problem of attracting and keeping people who van convert funds and
ideas into programs. Because it is lately ;naive(' On the scene, it most compete
within the college against the olikr, better established functions. Because
it has no readily. identifiable constituency, it has no elan)) on sizable funds
and wide - spread support from outside the institution. For these reasons I
feel community services are doomed to remain in a twilight zone indefinitely.

Assuming community service adherents want to change the situation. what
might they do? In my article I mentioned a total college set up as a communi-
ty service institution, but few colleges can model themselves oil Navajo Com-
munity College, The definition by exchision seems inadequate, but if it is

to kw modified, something other than the grata hag of "short courses, cultural
and recreational activities that are nut part of the regularly scheduled pro-
gram" will have to emerge.

One potentially fruitful direction is in effecting some type of liaison with
the community college's instructional program. If everything the college does
is to be a form of community service, all the instructors, counselors, and
administrators must see it that way. The college staff will have to point
the institution toward dealing directly with crucial issues relating to its sur-
rounding community, No course should be taught without relating sonic
aspect of it to the local environment. Community-related activities will have
to replace the lecture-textbook mode of teaching, with the instructors realiz-
ing that these activities are at least as educationally useful, This type of
complete overhaul of the instructional program has little chance in the
present context of the community college, but some efforts are being made.

Mountain Empire Community College (Virginia) apparently has a total
institiati meal commitment to community services. The 1)ean of Community
Services enjoys equal status with the Dean of Instruction. Faculty members
report to both deans with the understanding that 80".1 of their time belongs
to the 1)ean of Inst. ction, 20();) to the Dean of Community' Services, That
is, each full-time instructor is obliged to teach five courses, one of which
goes for a community service effort away from the campus. If overload
sections on campos are necessary, a lecturer is brought in from the outside,
This seems a potentially valnalde way of educating the educators to the
importance of community' service activities.

Becanse the community service aspect is so strongly entrenched among
the top mlininistrators at Nlountain Empire, several other 111111%11;d steps have
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been taken. The college has done a carefully designed in-depth study of
its district. I)ata are available that show income, educational aspirations,
preferences, surd numerous other important characteristics of the community
the college serves. Economic, and social extremes are represented in the
district-very poor people ;old families of coal miners on the one hand,
Mid Wealthy landowners and re'prCselitatiVt's of tile major companies on the
other, The community ;tdvisory groups developed by the college are made
up of representatives of both these groups.

It is too early to tell whether Mountain Empire Community College will
succeed ill maintaining community services as the center of its programs,
Too often in the history of the American community college, administrators
have made farreaching claims for the directions their institutions were tak-
ing, only to see the innovations and experiments crash on the rocks of en-
trenched interest or of apathy among their operating personnel. But the
leaders of Mountain Empire seem to be off on the right foot by involving
all stall members in community services through it 20% time commitment.
Their community survey was Well done and their advisory groups are proper-
ly coniituted. If they can sustain the direction they have taken, they will
move college and community together more closely than most institutions
have been able to do.

Sometimes a merger of c011Itnilltity services with the instructional program
must proceed more slowly. In an older, established institution a proposal
to assign 20% of faculty time to the community services director would he
greeted with an uproar of disapproval. Nevertheless, there are ways of moving
cmiiuiitu services to a more central position in the instructional program,
To do this, the action must be on an individual basis, led by enlightened
faculty members who see the value of the community services function,

A course based on Buckminster Fuller's World Game is being given at
Foothill College (California) beginning in Fall 1973, Students will he expected
to participate in commutrity surveys ill which they gather data about the
available resources of energy, transportation, finance, and the like in their
area This course trains the student to identify natural resources, energy uses,
and the pattern of distribution of goods and services within their own commu-
nity as a way of getting them to think more clearly about these phenomena
on a worldwide basis, The culmination of the course is when the students
display their findings through charts and graphs in an open forum with the
community. That is, they do not collect the data to put in files, but use
them to teach others ;about the patterns of resource use in the immediate

The concept on which the Foothill (:allege course is based has been de-
scribed in a topical paper published by the ERR: Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges in 1971. Entitled the "College of the Whole Earth,'" the course
merges a portion of the college's instructional effort with the conuntutit.

Sint". t"h", It Ner 611. 51,* vri
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services elloit by putting the students teL work learning ;Jima their communi-
ty, It is both an ethication for students and a service to the district, The
College of the Whole Earth provides channels for a cot timums flow of
information about the life ;mil economy of the community.. It follows patterns
in the economy and examines alternative ways of solving community prob-
lems. Operating properly, the program pros ides information about the con-
sequences of following any of the various paths and mutinies possible ways
of developing community resources so that the wealth and variety of life
in the community may be increased, In addition., it stimulates an influx of
similar information to the community from other parts of the world.

The Foothill College course is an example of a community' service that
has been built within the instructional program. Here's where the definition
of community services as "something other than the regularly scheduled
courses- breaks down, for what is the College of the N1'hole Earth if not
a community service? Not that the course will have immediate impact on
the communityit involves only 20 to 30 students and two or three faculty
members part-time--hut it does serve as an example of bringing students,
college, and community together in a useful, educational, service effort. Even
though it involves only students who have come to the college and thus
may not qualify within the strict definition of community continuing educa-
tion, those students do participate in a process that pots their closely into
the life of their community and adds to their own understanding,

It seems appropriate for community' college directors to turn their attention
away from recreational and cultural activities toward openings where they
can seduce faculty members into conducting courses that properly fall within
the community service concept, Not that music and dance groups are unat-
tractive, or that swimming pools and playing fields open to the public are
unuseful; in some situations these activities under college auspices are the
only such programs in the community. However, in most community college
districts, it seems unnecessary or even inappropriate for a community college
to compete with established cultural and recreational activities cur to attempt
to provide the kind of opportunities for people who already have access
to more than they can possibly use.

If community services are to move from .a peripheral statics, to come in
from the twilight as it were, they must make some kind of peace with the
instructional program, the central purpose of the college. Rased on the con-
versations I have heard cut this conference, commonity service proponents
would certainly prefer a more central position in their institutions, They
will never attain this statics by continuing the fun and games that have become
the hallmark of their calling.
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REACTIONS OF THE PANEL

Reactions from the panel for the second session are synopsized here, The
panel members were Edward Robings, 1)ean of Student Personnel Services,

is Augeles Trade-Technical College, California, and Louis F, Ililleary, Dean
of Instruction, Los Angeles City College, California.

One (liniment was that, if we are a true community college, the physical,
psychological, and cultiiral boundaries between college mid community disap-
pear. Some even say that community services should be the instructional
program, for they cannot exist as merely an adjunct,

There is much misunderstanding about the definition of community service.
Ervin I larlacher's study' gives the best definition, stated as "Cultural, Educa-
tional, and Recreational activities." Liter, the National Council on (:onnutini-
ty Services extended it beyond cultural, edtieational, and recreational activi-
ties to developmental and commtmity action areas. Wien students were
admitted to the first CJCA yearly conference, they listened to the committee
on commonity services and asked about the child-care centers, the mobile
units ill the community, giAting into the community, and doing the things
they were interested in. The students did not settle for a limited definition,
but stressed "human renewal."

In discussing informal education, the speaker recalled that, because of
federal delay, he had to start a July 1 program at the end of July and found
it impossible to hire a credentiated teacher in mid-summer. Ile finally discov-
ered, however, that the students didn't care whether they got credit for
the class or not. This solved the problem since the coordinator of the program
could then be the teacher, even with his limited credential. It should be
remembered that students are not always interested in credits.

Because of the lack of definition,, community' service has been a budget
bonanza. In community service in California, with the five-cent permissive
tax, a great deal more money has been spent on facilities than on programs.
Boards too often use the money to expand the library, resurface the track
or the tennis courts, and build a swimming pool. They allow the community,
to use them on Saturday, as long as the money goes for the facilities. It
is inifortimate that the legislature does not require that 0% or 50% of the
money go to programs, for we have gone to extremes on facilities. With

la her, I. /l. CI Iwo/Pooh/ Pm. C1,101,000/ CA.o. 1-11,410,,s1 l'rvoke 11411,
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no definition of community service, the board spends the money for whatever
seems ippropri;ite at the How.

The commentator noted that some say community services ought to he
continuing education, Intl have had to be an instructional function. lle agrees
that when a tremendous amount of public money has been spent to build
a gymnasium and all the other facilities, it is criminal to lock them at night
or on the weekend, and keep the community away. The community should
be allowed full use of them.

lie further remarked that sonic schools have extensive cultural programs,
presenting live cultural events to inner -city, disadvantaged youngsters. This
can mean having the Music Center give free tickets on slack nights or sell
discount tickets for the symphony and the other cultural activities, These
divergent uses of community service funds demonstrate the need for a dear
definition of their function.

The second reactor felt that "if we are really going to become a community
college, we most get out into the community," regardless of precise definition.
Ile felt it inure important to design than to define.

1)efinition 'mist fit one's Own commonity, depending on what the needs
are. Design covers common concerns like priorities and budget constraints.
It roust also cover matters of credit vs. noncredit, culture and recreation
vs. educational programs with courses, and the problem of access. Instead
of duplicating the traditional college in the community, "we should think
of access as bringing the resources of the college out into the community
and [using] all the technology . . at our command."

A fourth concern is educational strategy. What makes it possible fur the
student to learn? Community service funds can lie a great help, for they
can be used as seed money. for innovation.

A fifth critical concern is crewirity, flow do you establish a training pro-
gram to make your faculty creative? To get them to combine money and
a need and arrive at something truly creative to meet the need? In some
well administered community Sen lee programs, the budget always balances,
the advisory committee always meets On Hine, and they talk for hours, but
nothing remarkable happens, because no otte creative is there. An advisory
committee is au idea committee; it cannot design a program for you, for
it does not understand the budget and the operation. This is why we must
give high priority to a program for training, people in creativity. (Perhaps
some psychologist in the School of Education could handle this assignnwnt,)

Sixth and last is the matter of credit vs. noncredit. Although it is no longer
fashionable to talk about degrees, it is still hard to get a job without one.
Community service programs must not sort out the blue collars, the hard
hats, the old folk and deny Own, a degree or certification, The .student May
not really want the degree, but it shows him that he is getting something
with it community standard. Let us not sell short the credit vs. noncredit
idea.

One speaker was asked why he changed from community development
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as a whole to the human development of Individuals. Ile replied that, at
lirookdale, individualized instruction had opened totally new vistas for him.
In California the only innovative programs had been the community service
programs, in which there were no rules and one simply had to meet communi-
ty needs, Even in the disruptive 60s, the emphasis was on human renewal,
es en in the cultural programs, in an effort to stretch people, to change
behavior.

Many programs have been too service-oriented, putting money into ad-
ministration and overhead, instead of spending it directly On the people,
changing them and thus causing them to change their neighborhoods. To
create a community renewal college, we must concentrate on changing peo-
ple. which is what education is all about, Let us have a community without
walls. using individualized learning systems, flourishing everywhere in
community, concerned with human renewal, and thereby bringing about
community renewal as a by-product.

Another speaker was asked how to bridge the gap between the college
and the individuals in the community, for lack of participation cannot lead
to individual self-renewal. The speaker observed that too few are involved
is comumnity service programs, considering the potential. Those enrolled
in them should be two or three times the present number. Some, of course,
may not he able to get to the campus.

Another remark concerned the legal scope of community services and what
the state legislature allows under the community. service tlX law. The county
council opinion is stricter than the state law, which speaks only in broad
categories.

A member of the conference offered a few remarks on the identity crisisa
problem not of terminology, but of philosophy. In the 60s, the community
college was one of the first agencies in higher education to provide communi-
ty services, but now we talk about community education rather than commu-
nity services. Since it is difficult to define the college's role and responsi-
bilities, perhaps it should consider a systems approach. The speaker then
described an upcoming extra-campus program at Los Angeles City College
for an external degree. This will lie an expensive and difficult program, for
it must have people who know the field, who can communicate with the
constituents, and who understand what is needed. The overhead will be high,
since community education costs much more than education on the
It will also require a long time for evaluation.

Another member of the audience observed that the community college
is a unique and Lintels' institution, even though nut yet defined. Its four
great promises were: (I) to be an open-door college. (2) to be a comprehensive
college, (3) to be a teaching college, and (-0 to be a community college.
Its function is to do its best to serve the needs of all human beings, and
it should Ise the responsibility of every human being in the institution who
serves other human beings. That is community service, and that is what.
a comnumity college has to be if it is ever to fulfill its promises.
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SECTION III

Community School Approach to
Community Education



CLYDE M. CAMPBELL

COMMUNITY SCHOOL APPROACH TO
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

I WWI tOil t a pOSC the thinking of others on community education before
I offer My own point of view about the community school approach in
particular. I note in discussions that some seek out the antithetical opinions
stated by speakers. Indeed. I an encouraged to believe that the hard core
design for the conference is to establish the nuances in thinking and convic-
tions held by adult education, workers, health and recreation leaders, and
community school philosophers. If such differences should become set on
a firnt basis, conference members will have at least three choices: (I) to
try to resolve any misinterpretations or misunderstandings in the ideas pre-
sented, (2 to mark clearly where points of view deviate from one another,
0 to question candidly the point of view voiced by one or more speakers.

Becently the Mott Internts, all seventy of them, in Flint, Michigan tried
to define community. education in a few short sentences. It was amazingin
fact, almost incrediltleto observe the divergent points of view that emerged.
Unless I delineate some of them, even sketchily, I fear that our thinking
twit our later definitions may shake down into glossy terms that sound pleasant
but say little. Let me try to outline smite specific opinions held by community
education leaders in an effort to help readers to see more clearly the black,
the white, and the gray in this resurrected educational movement.

Community education, as seen through the eyes of laymen, is the lighted
schoolhouse functioning for both adults and youth in the evenings. The adult
education courses range front Bishop sewing, to cake decoration, to high
school completion courses, to high-level retraining programs for vocational
and professional workers. The recreation activities extend front roller skating
and square dancing in the gymnasium to creative art classes and symphony
orchestras, orchestras practicing for concerts to be offered to local citizens
and perhaps in other localities. This simple description of community educa-
tion is easily understood. If everyone accepted it, I am reasonably certain
that all people would perceive its philosophy, purposes, and programs
through identical binoculars. All individuals .would he starting from the same
common base in their thinking. To be sure, when people have like feelings
and convictions :.thouf social issues, considerable progress can lie made with
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action programs, licre is one example relating to community- education. First,
the very fact of similar education emicepts and practices in this field enables
people to reach consensus or near-consensus in their thinking. Second, %sten
there k but one point of view on community education, college presidents,
state department of education officials, members of boards of education,
superintendents of schools, and other administrators can place the program
in the hest niche in their respective establishments.

Large numbers of people, however, refuse to accept this simplistic explana-
tion of the subject. They believe that comninnity education inheres in the
very texture Of all growth and learning, "To them it is a lunch larger social,
political, and educational reality than recreation and adult education, Noble
as these activities are for both Youth and adults. The ligh .t1 schoolhouse
with all its glories still demonstrates but a partial sense of the total process
in community education. Nlany scholars state that evening programs empha-
tically do not penetrate far entingli into the heart of motivation, teaching,
and learning the real basics in all education. Examples of this thinking
are given below.

Where community education is the lighted schoolhouse and little more,
cleavages develop between the daytime and evening staff menthersXt first
glance this may appear a minor problem of little concern to good edneational
leaders. Why not have two distinct programs? seems a fair question, yet
experience has slow') that differences between these two operations often
become so sharp they leave little room for reconeilation. \\lien cooperation
is necessary, the daytime staff and the evening workers nay pull apart more
than they pull together. Indeed, when these two programs function in a
school .simultaneously, staff members may compete with each other rather
than cooperate.

PROCESS

Jack \linter and Clyde Letarte' believe that community education should
concern itself with process, not programs. li'or the benefit of the uninformed,
evening programs should follow process.)

This point of view has a certain Bible-class worthiness about it. When
people gather, examine, and discuss data, and synthesize thinking about data
cooperatively. it is the acme of a scientific procedure, the spirit that should
underlie all community living. Here, one can see, people are striving to
determine their own destiny, not supinely submitting to a destiny determined
by others, To be sure, group process as an ideal cannot lie faulted. It has
been yearned for in each generation from the age of Pericles to the present.
It is inspiring indeed to think of people building on the ideas of each other

tr,:raIrt \li,11-Ahd, ko.,
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in spiral fashion, vonci'lvalflY solving as a group intricate prohlents that void('
not he solved by a few or by inn, person alone. When such an operation
film:lions %sad' significant success, it indeed is an exhilarating experience,
Nlost assuredly, cite nullity education eammt go xvrolig accepting process
it, the perilieliou of its operation.

CATALYTIC AGENT

One often hears in community education circles that representatives from
the school should function as catalytic agents for community change, This
daring statement (saves people to sit huh uptight. Unfortunately, "catalytic"
is 4 terns so broad in scope that it can mean all things to all people, For
example, teachers as ti rule ask pupils to look critically at phenomena so
that they can better appreciate the good and had in their environment, flow
to build it better culture is everpresent in the minds of these young people,
Content studied in the physical and social sciences more often than not
suggests alternative routes for better personal living and the improvement
of society as a wide. I could continue, but let is assume that school repre-
sentatives should serve as catalytic agents for change, To what extent they
should act in this capacity I shall later measure.

OVERLAN'ING RESPONSIBILITIES

Even the lighted schoolhouse, that paragon of virtue to so many people,
still has thorny issues within its structure, Well prepared health and recreation
teachers are questioning the moral right of community school directors to
compete with them for funds, facilities, and students. The question has been
raised about the legal right of school officials to use educational hinds for
programs that tall clearly within the puryiew of city government, Likewise,
well trained adult education directors assert that the evening adult education
(lasses should be tinder their direction, not under the jurisdiction of someone
with less professional preparation.

I have introduced a few basic issues in this general field of recreation,
.4,tuly, mid learning, and shall 1111W state my beliefs about the community,
school approach to community education.

Let us start with the often repeated allegation that the school is trying
to do too touch. ['crimps it is in some situations, perhaps not in others. From
illy vantage point. school officials should flee from anything that does not
relate to teaching and learning and the all-round growth and development
of children, and not covet additional community responsibilities. Should there
be recreation prograins in the sehools? I would say yes, primarily because
superintendents. principals, and teachers should strive to engender in school
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patrons a Nvattn feeling of trust toward school operations, When people share
with each other, they tel to care for each other, Education is a many-faceted
process parents, pupils, all citizens play a role ill its CM.TlailM, not teachers
alone. This is another strong reason for citizens associating with each other
in evening activities at the school. Citizens in a community should have
faith in the goals and programs at the school and, even more, the faculty
and citizens should have faith in each other as they work toward :heir com-
mon educational objectives. (:itizens should keep in mind not only that it
is their privilege to use school facilities but also that meinhers of boards
of education, administrators, and other school officials want them to use

classrooms, swimming pools, gymnasiums. etc. The school should he the
center for intellectual stimulation and for academic study; ;cinic would say
that more important than all the rest are leisure-tie activities.

Who should direct recreation programs within the school? City recreation
staff members should do so if they choose. Rather than compete, the connnu-
nity school director should help the city recreation director succeed with
his efforts. lle should give credit away, not seek it, and never accept it
if it is undeserved, Thousands of people have never used the school for either
recreation or adult education classes. The community school director should
strive to get these people to join with others in the enjoyment of evening
programs. Beyond question, encouraging all citizens to engage in evening
activities should be a primary task of the community school director, not,
let me repeat, entering into conflict with recreation directors or adult educa-
tion leaders for students or for bigger and better programs,

PROCESSUSED WITH CONIMUNITV COUNCILS,
BLOCK CLUBS, AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

I have tried to depict the potential strength of it group-process operation,
and now turn to the other side of the coin. Unfortunately that beautiful
consensus in thinking I previously described seldom occurs in real situations.
This true because the increase in commercial, industrial, and professional
specialization has walled people off into spiritual and intellectual enclaves,
This was.not true in the agrarian period of American life, lo!catise almost
everyone was engaged in agricultural pursuits. Pooling mental resources was
much easier in colonial days because everyone tended to see the social scene
through the same glasses. Today public school patrons come from many
different vocations and professions. Each is inclined to look at things different-
ly because he has lived differently.' Indeed, because each school patron has
his unique pattern of life he tends to see, hear. and. express ideas in a distinct
way. Frequently, when clear comimmication is critical to social understand-
ing, people talk post each other more than !o each other. Unless each citizen
has an interest in a group situation, he will lose interest in the process and
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will drift away from any kind of cooperative endeavor. As the strengths,
weaknesses and controversial issues fu group discussion are too many to detail
here, let me suggest four positive guidelines for improving the process that
Nlinzey and Le Tarte regard so highly.

People who participate in community councils, block clubs, study
groups, or the like should be encouraged to give full expression to their
thoughts. They must feel that their ideas are desired and worthwhile. Every-
one has a driving urge to talk. If a group inhibits this natural flow of language,
its members can be dead certain that its constrained participants will not
remain for hmg.

(2.,) All participants should feel secure in a group.

(3) All members in a group should feel that they are learning and growing
intellectually.

CI) Each person in a community council, block club, or study group should
feel that he is contributing to the welfare of all.

It has heel!, iutplicd by some that community school directors and communi-
ty council members should be catalytic agents for change specifically to
remodel communities, This is too long a story to be debated in this presenta-
tion, but I shall try to weigh the arguments for and against this attitude
and shall give my own point of view to get the issue into the open.

I personally believe that city problems should be left to the mayor and
the city council, the constituted body expected to discharge these responsi-
bilities. I van hear city officials ask what legitimate right school personnel
and their coterie of citizens have to interject their thinking into municipal
problems. As individual citizens, they have the right to file grievances, submit
proposals. and protest vigorously, but, when a body of citizens from the
school tries to persuade city officials to a particular point of view, they
are clearly encroaching on the authority of city management. I can hear
city officials say that schools are funded to direct educational programs and
that this is more than a full-time operation. City officials resent organized
representatives from the school dabbling in city management problems.

Where educiitii»ial problems are involvo.l, svhool officials and friends of
the school should be pressing their point of view emphatically to city fathers
and to all others. In short. when educators arrogate to themselves the right
to intrude on all community situations, at this point the school is trying
to do too much.

Should school administrators cooperate actively with all the other institu-
tions in the 'community? Unqualifiedly, yes. Ilere is how educators can be
effective catalytic agents and give offense to few, if any. The school superin-
tendent, principal, and community school director each has a unique role
as leader. NOIR' of them should assume the stance and carriage of a knight
on a white horse. trumpeting his beliefs like a town crier, asking others
to follow him blindly. They are not the chief decision-makers in the conummi-
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1 will now direct attention to the operations needed to gOe the kthrough-
12 and the evening program a unified goal, Many scholars and practitioners
believe xvithoat reservation that classroom content ;Ind experiences in the
community should he part of the same package. In other words, student
learning and student life shookd proceed in unison.

Pupils should go forth to the community not joist to socialite. not just
to use its facilities and consume its goods, not just to make money, but to
study carefully the behavior of its people as they function in their respective
day-to-day environments. Everything in youngster does in the community
should help him to grow intellectually. %%lien young people return to the
school, administrators, guidance directors, teachers, librarians, et al, should
help them to evaluate the institutions in their communitytheir strengths,
weaknesses, and overall responsibility in a free society. To express the same
idea a little differently, human beings living in communities, striving to gain
communion, should be the golden thread for all the teaching and learning
that is woven through the educational fabric.

There is real unity when education ,tad experience fonction as a single
process, and joint motivation Its laymen and teachers produces a union of
interests far stronger than most educators have yet recogn',Aed. Nlany boys
and girls do poorly in school because they lack incentive. Victor lingo, said
that people do not lack strength, they lack will Indeed, what motivates
certain people and not others to high -level achievement is tine of the great
enigmas of human nature. Evidence shows that the models young people
emulate determine their tater successes much more than the courses they
study in school. I return to the question of what is community education,

t.Nlany scholars aver that. when school administrators and teachers persuade
lathe's. mothers, siblings, and other laymen to motivate yowls.; people to
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high scholarly production, eimmiunily education is functioning at its best.
Victor /logo is indeed correct- people leave two-thrids of their brain dor
maul from hick of will, nut from lack of strength. Still another facet of
rutnutiutity education is nonprofessionals filuctioning as paraprofessionals inn/
teacher aides. /laving citizens from the community partiefpAte in the day-to-
day school operation is a practice exp,uiding at au exponential rate. I .aymen
first served as teacher aides--rut innig errands, checking papers, assisting dill
dren with hoots clothing and the like. Today they perform many instruc-
tional services WOO' the direction and dose supervision of qualified teach-
ersdri/l work in arithmetic, reading, spelling, ',tut/ assignments that do not
require high- level training.

Today, many honn'bound mothers receive instruction on limv to teach
their pre-school children. The instructors may come from the university lint,
more often, the service is rendered by the public school faculty, The message
in these illustrations is that teaching young people is no longer the sole
prerogative of professional personnel. Indeed not, for community education
is taking on new dimensions. Clore and more laymen arc serving as both
instructors and teacher aides.

Here is what, to some people, would be the ideal community education,
It is a setting where everyone is motivating youngsters, everyone is teaching
young people, everyone in his unman best way is studying, thinking, and grow-
ing intellectually. To some true believers, it is the whole child that learns,
not a part of the child. Experiences that people have had in life determine
not only what they believe hilt what they see, hear, and feel. fu community'
schools, teaching should never he separated from life itself, Community edu-
cation as an eveni»g program ,done is ilot for the true believers. From their
vantage point, all experiences that affect learning, academic or otherwise,
should lie intertwined and interwoven into one educational tapestry.
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REACTIONS OF THE PANEL

For the third session, the reactor panel was composed of Ellis M, Benson,
President, San Diego Mesa College, California; James E. Deitz, President,
Wald Colleges, San Francisco, and Thomas Mayhew, Director, Center for
Community Education, Arizona State University. Their responses to the pre-
ceding paper are briefly reported here.

The community school concept cannot he the responsibility of any one
level or segment of edueation, Our concerns as educators are not only with
the community college field, but also with older people, some on welfare
and without skills, and even very young children. We should all work together
from preschool to graduate education. As a co»ununity of educators, We
must be concerned with all the people who have problems that education
can resolve. We should differentiate between adult education among extend-
ed day organizations and among community service programs, since they
have separate interests for separate specialists. (They need not be separate
if the practitionets can meet together.) Community service programs include
not only cultural events, but also skill centers, counseling programs, and
child-cave centers. In California, sonic feel that adult education is outside
the community school. It might be a good idea to bring the adult education
people around to the community school idea and have more day adult schools.
Why must adult classes start in the late afternoon or evening? Many people
would find the day adult school of extreme value. (Some colleges are alremty
providing this.) The use of media and other technology should be viewed
only as an adjunct to the more important motivational and peer counseling,
for, as we turn to the :30-hour week and early retirement, the adult and
community schools become very important.

The common bond between community services and continuing education
is their diversity. Since each community must gauge its own needs, it appears
that the community college is the institution to assume leadership and to
coordinate all the other segments.

Finally, the community school and the emumunity service program must
have separate funding, responsibility, and authority. Each roust have its own
boss, its own responsibility, and its own budget or it cannot work.
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The next reactor on the panel made three observations, three comments,
and asked three questions. First, he mentioned home counselors who go to
the home and family to help resolve social problems: health welfare informa-
tion, presented as education; and the need for marriage counseling. Ills com-
ments were that the college should go in the opposite direction. Educators
should confine their activities to precisely defined educational services in
the traditional sense of the word. They should specialize in simple, basic
education, imparting knowledge, understanding skills, and not get into home
counseling, resolving social problems, health welfare instruction, or marriage
counseling under the banner of education, Rather than try to do all things
for all people, educators should restrict their activities.

One question concerned the impact of eliminating college degrees and
college credits and of giving examinations monthly to any and all applicants.
Next, he asked, "Who should he responsible for driver education for variOliS
age groups? Who should teach men 811(1 women how to use fire arms?"
In short, who should teach any or all of dozens of courses? These questions
led to one on the allocation of scarce resources for teaching people. The
answer might he to have enough of the precision and universal acceptance
we would like to have, if we want to use our ffinited resources most effectively
and efficiently.

The next reactor described certain colleges in Phoenix as examples of
commtutity school success and frustration. One school has been able to reduce
vandalism to tern. Another has rinsed average daily attendance to about
)5 %. (Other good programs, unfortunately, were cut by the hoard to save
money.)

Another college and a high school lacked connecting public transportation.
The college decided to cooperate with the high school, and now :35 full-time
courses are conducted at that high school each week. Students can now earn
au AA, degree at the high school, This has not only contributed a Now
of students front the high school to the college. but has also improved the
quality of life for many people.

One community ''''' ' director, working with a college, has programs
and otterings in the city jail. They' even have courses being taught on the
ski slopes, These activities are bettering the attitude of people toward their
school system,

Arizona colleges have found that, when they improve the image of the
educational system in the minds and hearts of the parents, they improve
the average daily attendance and have an impact on the learning abilities
of the young people.

This country has the resources to provide any quality of education it wants.
It is up to educators to improve the quality of life and to make educations
the numlicr-one priority.
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SECTION IV
The Extended University Concept



LEONARD FREEDMAN

THE EXTENDED UNIVERSITY

This subject is ennwslied in confusion, lacking igreeinent even on the seman-
tics. I refer to the "extended university," which offers "extended- degrees.
%tilde more commonly reference is made to "external" degrees, lunch is
also heard about "nontraditional," or "adult,- or "extension," or "part-time-
degrees,

These differences of terminology are not merely stylistic, but convey genu-
ine differences in purpose, content, and structure. \Ve can, however, find
three common elements among the various programs.

First, the audience tk Wild,: to he older. it is tow that some of the
programs have strong appeal to the IS-21 college-age group, but the main
emphasis in this movement fs on making degree opportunities available to
older people.

Next, hecause these older people usually have fll-time jobs or carry sub-
stantial home-making or other responsibilities, these programs are charac-
teristically held in the evenings. on weekends, and in the summers. Many
of the classes are conducted off campus.

Finally, the programs embody innovations in one or more of the following:
curriculum; instructional methodology; student assessment for admission stall-

. dards. degree requirements, and the testing of performance.
Programs with these attributes are proliferating all around the country--in-

deed, all around the world, l'on must already know something about the
British Open l'iiiversity; Empire State College; the New York Regents' 1)e-
grey; the University \Vithout \Valls: the new departures of the University
of California and the California State University and Colleges: aid some
of the other programs that have existed for some time at Oklahoma, Coddard,
I larvard, and so on. I shall describe these only in the context of discussing
specific issues. :\aid there are issues.

Chc subject is surrounded by controversy. Discussion has become polarized
hetween opponents of the programs, who express deep anxieties and even
fears, and protagonists, who see these programs as the salvation of higher
education in .\ merica.

Time is too short to deal with all of the issue,:, but I have selected three
for consideration: the size of the audiences, the quality of the students, and
the amount of innovation needed. On each issue I shall present arguments
pro and con, and give my own assessment.



1. lloss Nlans 'students'

I tom,. many peol)h. ant these progyams? soorrigonisis speak of huge
numbers, vas hordes of people wailing to trample down the doors of pre-
viously resistant instittitions, Tho come from.

a, the 3S million people 25 years of age or older ss ho have completed
high school lint have never gone to college

h. the 12 million people 2 years of age or older with one to three years
of college

c. the large number with ;I bachelor's degree who want a higher degree
d. it considerable proportion of. the 18-.I age group looking for an alterna-

tive to the present full-time system.

The opponents are highly skeptical of these figures. arguing that they give
no real indication of the effective demand. It is true that must people in
each of these categories would like to have a degree, lint the potential student
hotly will he sharply reduced as a result of the four constraints uceess:trily
associated with the programs.

First the student fees, which in some cases will he quite high, will discour-
age litany. Then there is the time factorseveral hours a week over a period
of years. Of those not discouraged by that prospect, few will stay the course.
Next, a degree program demands a heavy commitment of energy, and most
of those who would like to get a degree Ott a part -time basis will not have
enough energy left over front their other responsibilities. Fourth, unless we
are talking about diploma-mill operations, only a small proportion will 1w
able to meet the necessary academic standards.

The prologotiiS15 of these programs vastly overestimate the need for more
degree programs. America is idnindantly, perhaps excessively, endowed with
opportunities to earn degrees. Thus the example of the British Open Universi-
ty is irrelevent to the ..1ncrican experience. for we do not suffer from the
dearth of university places that characterizes the British educational system.
c taii6 older people have educational needs, hilt most of them could he
met by a variety of uontinuation education programs outside the degree
framework.

Thins the demand for the proposed programs will lie great only if we
are prepared to give rvit degrees at virtually no cost, with little expenditure
of effort, and at low standards of quality. Once 1', constraints :ire made
dear the demand will shrivel, Aly assessment is that the warnings of the
skeptics are important. The more ehunient projections must he scaled down
drastically.

Nonetheless, the demand will still be substantnal. Even though the stomper
who never went to college is much lower lure than in other countries. we
have many more and stronger prospects for new degree opportunities--those
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who started college hut never finished. Altogether there arc about 12 miltioa
in this category, of whom about 0,5 million are under .15. These constitute
the major audience for part-litne bacalaurate degrees and, it present dopout
rates continue, that number could well double by 1990)

To these we must add the large and grow jug number who want graduate
degrees, but cannot give tip their jobs to attend full-time, ',Ind the many
younger people who, as (lie present enrollment situation in our colleges makes
clear, are looking for ;in alternative to a system that tries to keep them
in the classroom without a break from the time they arc five till they are
2,1 or older.

Obviously. the pool is very large. Many of these, perhaps most, will not
seriously seek a degree Int' Will Out liltatitY), hilt the (NU:Hence already gained
in the early programs in this field, anti in continuing education programs
geiterally, provides solid evidence of a strong ;mil persistent demand.

This demand has clear implications for community colleges. First, there
are the 38 million high school graduates who never went to college, 2(1
million of svItont are tinder .15. Community colleges have the capacity to
develop more opportunities to bring them into higher education by offering
programs responsive, to their special needs and interests. Beyond this, as
degree programs for older people espand, community colleges could well
put less emphasis on terminal degrees and more on creating the appetite
for education that can be pursued later its life,

2. 1 low Capable .N re Older Students?

Can older students learn as effectively as younger people? The opponents
of these programs are dubious about the academic performance of older
students.

They ;ire, it is said, tired after the day's work, and come to the classroom
with depleted energies. Their study patterns are discontinuous, for their other
responsibilities crowd in upon them stud ruevent their makiug that sustained,
intensive effort without which learning is difficult if not impossible. Next,
because they have typically been ;away from the classroom fur some years
their study skills have atrophied. Moreover, many older people, facing press-
ing denutods to deal with immediate problems, tend to be impatient with
theory. Thus' insist on the immediate applicability to their work tasks of
what they study in the classrooms, but this Philistine insistence on the practical
is antithetical to what a university is all about. Finally, the typical adult
class is too heterogeneous, too diverse in age, interests, and educational prepa-
ration, to provide for an effective learning environment. The protagonists
reject these allegations. They insist that older people are perfectly capable
of learning at a high level. Indeed, they claim that mature students bring
to the classroom two significant advantages over their younger counterparts.

S, ( II (LC t Mei( IS Si ,Ii ftan, ( ALI 1,11,11, 197 I. i) in
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Vrrst, they are highly noitivated, 1n contrast to many younger students
who are restless. dissatisfied, wondering whether Owre isn't something else
they ought to he doing with their lives. older people conic to colic go with
a high value on education. have clearly defined academic goals, and are
eager to complete their studies 11 ith as little digression as possible.

Second, they bring experience - -work. community, life experienceto
their studies, providing a great enrichment to the learning process and an
invigorating opportunity for the faculty.

'That these assets easily offset the alleged disadvantages inherent in teaching
adults is clearly shown 1w research in the field. A summary published in
1,954 of the research studios consparnig adults and young people in university
credit courses concluded that "there is considerable ex ;deuce that adult stu-
dents are equal to or perhaps slightly superior to undergraduate students
inn learning petformane. Withont exception, in the group tests adults have
shown equal or superior learning a/ill/N.1.-2

My assessment is that, although real pedagogical problems are inherent
in degree programs designed for adults, the way to deal with them is not
to deny their existence or to ',Ibandon all standards and existing requirements,
but to:

a. demand rigor, lint not to assume that any departure from the methods
designed for younger people must inevitably mean a lowering of high
standards
provide opportunities fur older people to refurbish their study skills

c. set some limits to the range of educational preparation in a given class
d. help adults use their experience in their studies. This is not to say that

credit should automatically he awarded for experience, for 50111e people
learn little Or nothing from experience. Bather we.shonhl devise ways
to help students translate their experience into educational terms, to
rise the students' experience in the building of a curriculum, and to
select teaching methods that respond to that experience.

These are difficult tasks, but they are lw no means unmanageable, as is
shown 1w the research, Some may challenge the conclusions drawn from
the research iand we undoubtedly need inure studies), Ina there is no question
that older people can learn. This, after all, is a reassuring finding. Vere
it not so, We should all have resigned our faculty appointments when we
were :3t).

:3. HOW Mich 111110Vati011?

To what extent do these new programs require departures from existing
degree priigrailis?

.t, 1,r.1.0.1. rJ rl I (.,11444.' and I 1'0,1,11 0.
f,ot Vhdl, PrYi p 1111.
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The protiwonis(s regard the existing system as deadening, stultifying, and
especially unsuited to older people. Thus only root-and-branch change will
suffice, whether we are talking about I) the curriculum (which must he
relevant to the interests of the students), 120 learning methods (among which
independent study and lieW instructional technologies must play 1111 especially
important role), (3) faculty (in which the existing teachers must give way
to a new breed of mentors and counsellors who enter into "contracts" with
the students), or (.1) structures (the present institutions living rigid, impersonal,
and bulwarks against change).

The opponcnis concede that a degree of iimovation is necessary to the
health of any educational institution. They contend, however, that the claims
Illade for radical new approaches to degree programs for older people are
mostly untested, and that, if such far-reaching changes are instituted at break-
neck speed, the result can be only a drastic deterioration fu quality, Only
a faculty hired by current criteria, working with a student body capable
of bringing to their studies a sustained, intensive. rigorous effort, is capable
of introducing the kind of innovation that does not destroy standards.

Ica Half aSsCssonent, existing college-degree programs have been designed
for young, bill-time students. It is unlikely that they will he fully appropriate,
without modification, for older people studying part - time, 'Much inure in-
novation is called for. therefore, than is presently.going on in most universities
and colleges. Change is needed in every area: in curriculum (where there
should be inure interdisciplinary work), in instructional methods, and in the
kind of faculty employed.

llowever, in designing degree programs for adults we do not have to wait
until we have totally transformed every aspect of existing programs. 'While
it will be useful to have at least a few radical designs. for the most part
we should recognize that sonic features of traditional programs will serve
the purposes of older students perfectly well, and that some of our present
faculty are perfectly capable of teaching adults.

'Whitt We need above all is a period of experimentation. Despite the sweep-
ing assertions of the advocates of contract learning, media teaching, indepen-
dent study, and the replacement of credit accumulation by the achievement
of competencies, we do not as yet have many data to go on. Our task now
is to get those data,

I am not suggesting that we begin a long period of pure research before
We act. 'What we need in this field is applied research. a great variety of
demonstration projects to test hypotheses on every aspect of adult teaming.

CONCLUSION

Given the time limits, I have touched here on only three of the main
issues emerging from the extended university concept. (1 have not even men-
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honed the ploblein that haunts adruinistraturs and facility alikethe funding
of the programs.) Even so, I can present OW fnilnssitug conclusions:

Much frustration and disappointment he ;await for those developing the
kind of programs I have been discussing. Soona of the rosier predictions will
give way to disillusionment. , good deal of shoddy sod is idready appearing

will collapse ignominiously, but this is no passing fail. I.:nough good
will survive to become a major feature of higher nt in America. I
base this assertion on two of the underlying social forces that arc shaping
the future.,

The first is demography, The dramatic decline of the birth rate, combined
with the lessening enthusiasm of the young for a college education, is already
producing a sharp downward ievision of enrollment projections. These trends
could change again, of course, for demographic predictions have been no-
toriously unreliable in the past. Still, it would be imprudent to anticipate
a retool to the earlier era of growing enrollments of young people. If the
trend continues downward, two courses of action are possible. The first is
to accept a diminished role for institutions of higher education, with lower
budgets, ;Ind a reduced demand for faculty, Some faculty have longings in
this direction, but institutional behavior is not usually characterized by the
cheerful acceptance of cutbacks. The alternative is likely to appear increas-
ingly attractiveto seek other sources of enrollment, the most obvious being
the higher age groups. If this is accepted, as I believe it will he by an
increasing number of colleges, it cannot fail to have important consequences
for curriculum, teaching methods, the times and places at which programs
are offered, and so on.

The second basic trend is toward the post - industrial society, essentially
a learning society, with continuing education the norm rather than the excep-
tion. Most of this continuing education will not he within the framework
of degrees. The popular association between education and degrees May well
be weakening, as I believe it should, yet I suspect that there will continue
to be a place for degrees. Even if they are of reduced importance, they
will constitute a smaller portion of a ninch larger aggregate of educational
activity.

In that case, the extended degree or the external, or adult, or part-time
degree) will, like continuing education generally, move on from its present
periphend status to become an integral element in the mission of institutions
of higher learning.
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REACTIONS OF THE PANEL

In response to Prof, Freedman's paper, William K, I laltleman. Higher Eduva-
tioli Specialist. Gilifornia Coordinating Council for Higher Education, and
Lawrence W. Erickson. Prof. of Education and Assistant Dean of the C,radu
ate School of Ethwation. UCl A. raised certain Ipiestimis for discussion.

Among the questions was the sot of the market for the external or
extended degree program in which Wt' all have a particular interest,
need more inhumation to design programs for it. Should it be for the older
person or for the younger person looking for a part-time or alternative pro
gram? .1re there conflicts in these two populations or not? How old is old?
Continuing education should not lie separate from degree education. nor
part-time education from full tint(', :ilthnigh the distinction is valid for some
programs.

'the California State University and College system and the university
system hive done some research in this market for external degrees. In spite
of conservative estimates of demands for particular programs, they found
a number of people who wanted it given program. They discounted this
finding and turned hack to an ultraconservative estimate for a set of given
programs in smile areas. For example. humanistic psychology was one choice
of the people in a certain region. The doubly discounted estimate of the
Humber of people who would be interested was between 130.150, h, pro-
gram that was finally implemented had an enrollment of only .15, though
it is possible that from year to year the program will grow. This illustrates
how the estimates of the population available for these programs most he
tremendously discounted to arrive at any reasonable projection.

Another question rai,til was the significance of a degree, which is becoming,
less importaut to more people. If an older person goes to college, registers
for a degree program. stops out or drops out, or becomes an attrition figure,
was he really a dropout or was he getting some other kind of continuing
education?

The question of whether or not the degree is an unnecessary hurdle was
raised in the Supreme Court in the Griggs i s. 1)Hkr Cm»pany in 1971.
The decision was that companies could not require a degree for employment
if they could not prove that the skill the degree provided was required for
the job. The impact Of this may affect degree programs, especially external
degree programs. once it catches op with the employers who are requiring
unnecessary degrees fog'
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Anothet illostration that relates to the market for external degrees is the
inereaSed requirements that California licensing boards must by law lay oil
their licensees. In this past year, eleven boards were teiplited to redefine
the cis tinning education requirements for their particular license when it
comes up for renewal. These particular continning edocathm requirements
will be part of the renewal process. Since, in some eases, a &give will take
the place of continuing education, a demand may be created for external
or continuing education prognims, thus increasing the market. \Vika does
"external" in the title of these programs signify in the operation of the campus
Mid its interface with the comimuuty? A campus can have three types of
relationship with its community. The first is the traditional type, where the
campus is the educational resource ceuttl hn the community. The people
come to the vxmiuts coy classes, cultural events, mid, recte;ttnInwesi "wonikmi.

ty services. The second type is the campus as at distribution center, where
the resources are shared in the community iu an effort to break down the
wall and make a visible interface with Ow community. A third type is the
campus as a coordination center, which is also relevant to external degree
programs and has been referred to previously as the "systems approach"
to community. services.

'file suggestion that the community college take On the role of cotudinator
for community education is implied in a form of external degree program
explored by Sam Gould in 1969. This is all interesting and innovative adminis-
trative mechanism fur dealing with post-secondary educational needs. It calls
for a "communiversity," a university of the future, to be it loose federation
of all the educational and cultural forces of a community at every age level.
This is presently being tested in Syracuse, New York, and we should soon
have feedback front it. The point is that community college (and higher
education in general) should go beyond the campus, take its services out
into the community, and help to coordinate the educational resources of
a community. The task that goes beyond the capabilities of a single campus
is coordinating the diversity that exists within a community. It must be
interrelated, organized, and coordinated because the community college can-
not do the whole job, and it would give the community college a chance
to specialize. Nevertheless, the community college has the chief responsibility
for initiating this organization.

The projections for the market appear appropriate; the market is big,
but it is going to be specialized, Programs must be designed to meet specific
needs in the market. The job of interrelating the resources of the cottumn
is big and wilt require the administrative resources of store than a single
campus,

1Ve are concerned about the "ideal- and the ''reality'' in education, and
equal educational opportunities for all. Ilow do we use our human resources
and manpower effectively? NVe all agree that our informal degree is probably
more valuable thou our formal degreethe one that we received from
"knocks" college. Extended degree education can go on in various places
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in the home. Early home lile ctit ainly makes a dillerence to the individual.
So does what happens till the job. The business world should he involved
in the whole educational process, for it is a most valuable experience.

Education goes on in lihraries, musenins, churches, and Informal organiza-
tions. hi today's chan,ing society, we ?WM set up priorities for the extended
universities tunisersities without walls), for we shall quickly become obsolete
without some way to renew our education, We have put so much emphasis
on the cognitive aspects of education, that we now need to put more on
the affective side to become better human lieings. Education shook! lie more
available and we should establish priorities to make it so,

What is meant by giving credit for experience'? NN'hat is the relationship
between formal and informal learning, academic credit, the granting of an
academie degree, and credentialing? All seem to intersect at times and, al
though the categories are blurred, IIale is nevertheless some classification,
Some distinction must be made between the applied activity itself, the recog-
nition of the activity, and a formal educational structure. Applied activity
does not have to be Within the formal confines of university or college credit,
but if the student wants a degree, examinations call be given, A degree is
becoming irrelevant to more people who want continuing education, but
while the proportion of those wanting degrees in the future way be less,
it will he a smaller portion of a larger aggregate. Therefore the total will
continue to increase. Time spent in non-degree adult programs shows that
it is precisely what gives programs their flexibility and their creativity. Work
with the Academic Senate to establish new degree programs has shown that
future interest will not be limited to the degree framework, thou:4h there
will be smile who still want degrees. 1Ve have indoctrinated the American
people with the idea that "learning" is associated with "degrees," but we
may have to abandon that association and let our colleges become institutions
of continuing education with no concern for formal degrees. It will not
happen in the next five years, but posverfut forces are moving in that direc-
tion.

At the same time, we see a countertrend toward more specialization within
each of several professions dunianding ever higher performance within nar-
rower speciithied areas, Preparation for that ind of work may continue
to require sustained periods of intense study od the recognition for such
study IllAy het:0111e ' hat we call a -degree." fvte abandon degrees, we
may have to re-invent them under another name.

bt t'( :1, \'s extension program, many people still plead for a degree. When
asked why, they say that, in spite of countertrends, in their work, employers,
agencies, and professions demand that they demonstrate their proficiency
by sustanrycl study and a degree. In many fields, the bachelor's degree is
not enough and the doctorate is becoming less relevant, but the toaster's
degree is growing in importance. NVe cannot conclude, therefore, that the
degree is dead.
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SECTION V
Community Development Concept



RICHARD W. POSTON

THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CONCEPT AS AN ALTERNATIVE
APPROACH TO RESPONSIBILITY
FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

In introducing the community development concept as an alternative ap.
proach to responsibility for community continuing education, let us begin
with this basic assumption: that, because man is a social being, the varied
forces that exert the greatest influence 1)11 his patterns of learning and that
provide the major portion of his edncation alit of the social context
in which he lives and grows.

This is merely to acknowledge what the late Joseph I Lull told us a long
time ago, that education goes on whether school keeps or not. Or, to put
it another way, man's most powerful educator is not the school but the
community. The learning that man recCses from the coninuinity goes on
day in and day out. from the moment he is born to the moment he dies.
This learning may he positive or negative or a mixture of both hut, whatever
its nature and content, it is real. e or better or worse, it is there. No matter
how often he changes location, 110 (natter 11 here he goes, man is forever
subject to some form of community and to the broad range of conditioning
influences it exerts on vvliat he learns.

The community, together with the actions and events that shape its devel-
opment. can therefore be looked on as a powerful ;mil continuing classroom,
its student body being the citizenry itself and the many and diverse groups
of people that comprise the citizenry. This is not a classroom of blackboards
or grades or 'textbooks or formal curricula, but a classroom of life itself.
Vroni this classroom there are no dropouts except in death. More than any
other single factor, the kinds of communities people build and the varied
roles they play in the building s ill determine the nature and quality of
what they learn. indeed. what people learn from the many (Toss-currents
of community' life may, and often does, cancel out what they learn in school.

Thus, as a process of !earning, community development is nothing new.
It is as old as civilization, and in the United States is deeply rooted in the
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Cal lies) (111011i;11 al Vo,, 110 110t aced to g0 to the 1)1V-('01011i3I events

of our history In make the point. Ve need 0101% TCUIN that, for more than
a century and a hall, before the :1merican l)eclaration of Independence.
villages and towils,---communities arch as Jamestown, Plymouth, and Many
other's famed ill our national history--were organized and developed by the
people 'who settled and lived in them. It r. as this process of urg;atoi/atiuu
anti deVelOplItt'ilt that became the principa/ 1011111tIg 4,'AperielICU 01 these
early generations, the prime determinant of human attitudes that eventually
led to the birth of a nation.

Frequently. these early communities became disorganized, riddled by fac-
tions. and kunpered internally. Nlany of than failed. Others iihnost failed,
'rho, people learned accordingly. Vroon their engagement in this organization
and development, from their failures inn! SUCCVSSI'S ill starting alld building
communities, the colonists learned little 1 little 1. .10W to cope with their
11TOIIIVILIS. (KM to deal with their diiterences, and how to exercise responsi
bility in civic affairs.

The principles of equal ri,hts, local initiative, representative government,
and all other aspects of the democracy they proclaimed for their new 1111H011
embraced a set Of ideals for human living that remained to he put folly
into practice, Jind that bong journey is still 00'01101 the pages of
history. Indeed, this journey will probably never end, a human epic in which
OUT teach will always exceed our grasp. lint (ruin the teaming they had
gained in the process of c011011(111ity kidding and community problem solving,
OUT ancestors, by the time they created the new' nation, had wade a snlostantial
beginning.

Ibis process of learning was described in simple and vivid language by
Alexis tie Toequeville,'= when he wrote during the early IS 30s, "These Ameri-
cns are the most peculiar people in the world. You'll not believe it when
I tell you how they behave. In a local community in their country a citizen
May conceive 01 sutue iced which is 110t being met. What does he do? lie
goes across the street and discusses it with his neighbor. Then what happens?
1 committee conies into existence and then the committee begins functioning
on behalf of that need..knd yon won't believe this but it is true, All of
this is done without reference to any bureaucrat. All of this is done by the
private citizens on their own illitiatiVe." This behavior may have been pecu-
liar, but what De Touqueville was describing was a powerful process of
learning or, if you will, of continuing individual and community education.

Today American life has grown more complicated, our society more Coln-
pk`i. OUT C0111101111ity ills infinitely more aggravated and resistant to solution.
Yet two basic facts have loot ChiltIV,Cd: We still (411110t handle our community
problems by any less civic initiative and constructive effort at the local level
than was required in the earliest years of our country's history, and if we

1'1( (1( 4 vilbr. \itAIII 1ff' f J,Iu nr, ti In !NO, IS 1.)11,1.011r 11,111 .1f11`&1111,11 It X 11111(1,f 111 lin. 1)1,AI-11111111
r,r tit.do. V..1,1itl,14{1111,, 1) 1'171,1
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are to create communities that provide people 1s li die best possible contimi-
ing education, we mils( find ways of inotivatiirg and engaging the local
citizenry in the process of creating and maintaining stich voinimmities, There
;ire 'natty ways of defining community, but thinking of comumuities in the
g,,,,graphicat sc1150., such as a town or rural (rea, or as identifiable localities
where it is possible to .create at sense of community within our urban and
snbilrban areas, the peculiar kind of belt:nilr or continuing education that
1)e Tocquevilte described in the early I 83fis is still possible with various
adaptations. It is far less likely to occur, however, without the presence
of a new kind of educator who has emerged only recently and who has
yet to acquire the recognition and acceptance he deserves,

This brings IN to the community development concept as alternative
approach to the responsibility for community continuing education, a concept
that says that good communities don't just happen. they are built. This is
.1 challenge to many institutions, in particular to our community colleges.
They are III the community. They are of the community. Much of their
sustenance is drawn from the community, and they possess a unique capacity,
for flexibility and innovation that far exceeds that of most other institutions
of higher education. lint if this challenge is to he met within the framework
of modern times. we 'mist provide the new kind of educator to whom I
have referred-11w community development practitioner whose job is helping
people to become engaged in organized Ants in community problem solv,
ing, aimed at creating for themselves better places in which to live and
learn.

11though community' development as a process of learning is not new,
the concept of community development as a means of continuing education,
as an institutional responsibility, or as a professional practice by the kind
of educator I have called a community development practitioner, is extremely
new--dating back not more than thirty years.

Numerous definitions have been offered for today's community develop-
ment concept, but in general they usually come out something like this:
a democratic prowess of community' self-discovery and problem solving or-
gailized to deal comprehensively with the entire community and all the varied
functions of community life, recognizing that all these functions are interrelat-
ed parts of the whole. The ultimate goal of this process is to evolve through
cooperative study. planning. and action an increasing excellence in civic
performance that will enable people to build for themselves the physical
and social environment hest suited to their well-beingas individuals, as
families, as viable self-determining communities.

\\ien this process is set in motion, the education that man derives from
his community will he enhanced, community problems will be more likely
to be resolved, individual responsibility among fellow human beings will
he strengthened, and at significant step will have been taken in further trans-
lating our democratic faith into democratic. action.
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\l'e can envision the kind of learning that conies From wilting into practice
the cununnunity development concept by considering the hill that, \\idle
alt l'1111111111itit'S ore 1.11111.`telit, they al so have many common elements. l'or
evtinple, they all have dimension containing a complex
of man-made facilities and various natural features, Which \ye way call the
community's physical structure.

iniun nadt. portion or this structure may result from imaginative
thought and careful planning, or it grow Ill) hy chance, taking
on whatever design circumstances happen to dictate. It may Ile crowded
ur lInCrOW11(41, dean or dirty, attractive or unattractive, well kept or run
doss it, svisely or tinvisely used, suitable or intsuitahle for people to inhabit,
It may he a mixture of these attrilaite+, but whatever its quality or state
of repair---good, bad, or it combitration---this physical structure swill weigh
heavily tut the learning man gets from his community.

If the community development concept is put into operation, people wilt
seriously examine this structure to identify specifically whatever
problem+ it may pose. They swill atlalyte the problems. They will seek con-
strictive methods of dealing with them and, as this process of self- education
and iketi(411 1111101(k, a Whole new 1101'11011 of learuiutg Will he Opl'Ille(l

.

\VC"' g()VvC14 further. : \+ the people examine this aspect of their v011111111-
iiity with the help of it conit»tinity development practitioner istipplied by
an institution concerned \\Atli ,..ontinuing education), it will soon become
apparent to them that interlaced in this physical structure, shying it and
being shaped by it, is also it social structurethe composition and configu-
ration of the eoinniiiiiity as a civic bnily With its ilifillitt.
activity and relationships. Thus, the process of learning next moves to a

still broader horizon, from which further enlightenment and constructive
interaction between varied local interests become inevitable.

People may sanely themselves is a community by whether the population
size is increasing, decreasing, or remaining idiom the same. They may look
at themselves its a civie body according to age, sex, race, occupation, marital
status, itil family units. .11.11C' 111a>' e.tatuinc themselves from the standpoint
of how their community is organized into both formal and informal groups.
They inlay survey their likes mat dislikes, their attitudes toward theittst:ses,
toward each other, and toward their community as it whole.

They inay analyze their community by its political and religious beliefs,
its varied levels of formal schooling and economic attainment, svhat people
regard as important or unimportant as life goats and ambitions, its business
and industrial activities. its offerings of recreation and entertainment, its
school SyStUlti, its local govertettent, its access to health services'atal to library
services, ',aid to all other services nettled for living according to locally
determined goal+ and statitiords.

From this (1)11111ilitlity Wilit+1 is inherent in the community
development concept its it modern form of continuing education, people will
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iliscovvr tor themselves what most people do not discover from reports Writ-
ten in distant ()Hick's or by professional planners, They will teach themselves
that all the component parts and functions, physical and social, that inflnence
and educate them are iritervvoren into the total fahric of their community
life and are major determinants of their well-being or lack of it as a civic
body, as individuals, and is venous groups within the civic body, The coniniti-
nity thus gains new insights, improved internal relationships, and a better
understate lint; of the direction it is moving-- toward better days, or toward
deterioration and decay,

The community development effort therefore becomes a profound process
of learning and motivation in nimierous fields of human endeavor and prob-
lem solving. It is the heart of the community development concept as an
approach to uontinning education.

1% this exercise in learning becomes operative and the multitude of inter-
related activities, structural forms, and possible institutional services become
increasingly cleat in the public finial, one common result is not only a new
will and determination by the community and its individual citizens to probe
deeper into its problems, but also a growing civic skill in how to do that
ProbinY, in how to make better use of both technical and material resources,
and in how to participate effectively in the planning and action necessary
to bring ;timid needed change in ways that will not he counter-productive,

Never itt nit national history has this civic skill been more urgently needed.
Never before live we as a people had more problems or more opportunities,
yet never before have we witnessed more failures to rise to these opportu-
nities. It is a strange .paradox of our times that, as we have expanded the
policy of rising the power and resources of our national government to deal
with local community problems, the problems continue to increase, the results
of our national programs continue to produce less than expected, and count-
less millions of needed dollars are wasted. As a nation, we have become
increasingly frustrated and disappointed, largely because our civic efforts
at the local level have so often been too little and too ineffective to make
adequate use of the national resources we have had available.

The widespread assumption of responsibility by our universities and col-
leges, especially by our community' colleges, for the concept of community
development as an approach to community continuing education is an essen-
tial nicans of dealing with this modern dilemma, As this approach is increas-
ingly applied. a higher quality of civic skill for community problem solving
will grow. One practical result of assuming this approach to learning will
thus become a significant aid in preventing the continuing waste we can
im longer afford.

The very act of local citizens collecting and assembling the data they
must have to see themselves and their community clearly and objectively,
followed by their interpretation of what the data say to them, is a potent
iustrument of continuing educatiutn. fly simply analyzing and openly discuss-
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ing esistiog conniffirlits, attitudes, follm int; a systematic job of fact-finding
by the cititelo± itself, ;Minutes that in thenisokT have been major olistat,
to community proldeni solving swill begin to change. It wile moils.
of r,uohiing its %5e1) of forrilal and informal orgaiii/ation, the
!earns hi recot.!,Ilite More cle arts it internal 11)111)))) resources, ;mil flow 111(1'
ean Ire turned into greater assets for eimioniiiity action that really counts.
that produces truly positive results.

Tile reliahility of ptiklic services, the relationships bel1Veen
people and goSCriiillent under scrutiny. The community's physical ap-
pearance gets a going over atul leads inevitably into this 'quad area of constsr-
vation :Ind environmental improvement. The kind of economic tleelopment
for \OM. h the communit is hest suited and practical ways of achieving it
come in for serious attention, Housing conditions, school problems, and the
adt,(tuavy of !wait), and revr,ttioliat facilities swill he
Means of ;iccOnplislitlig needed iillproVelnents twill he discovered, ill some
instances through conllitimities acting alone; in others, through
several communities ,itting cooperatively on an area or regional basis: and
in still others. through. ,Acting in partnership with state and federal goVern-

hi the community development concept ;is ;in approach to
continuing e(Iify:aloft is adopted and pit to \Volk, no aspect of cOniiiittnit)'
life 55 ill he overlooked or neglected. This is a process of learning ill the
highest wow. It is a responsibility of high priolity for today's educational
institutions. Vor this process of le, rning. more than ;Anything else, call put
our resources for community problem solving to effective use ,turd keep our
nation moving \vitliolit needless detours or delays on that never-t !ding jour-
ney tosvard the full realisation of the democratic heritage that began so
111311y yt',11's
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REACTIONS OF THE PANEL

Reactions to the Fifth SCNNi011 paper NVtIt' lyd by Mark' Martin, 1)irector,
Community College Education. t'. S. Office of Education, and Clark E,
Chipman. Senior Program Of beer. Region 5, (hicago, Illinois, U. S. (Alice
of Education,

The lit'W title--"Community 1)evelopment Practitioner, in contrast to
the term "Cinninunity Services Director"--was noted, suggesting a inure
appropriate title and au interesting, Inure illChltiiVe rule in the community.

It inipls great faith in and respeet for the community, for the community'
college belongs to the community and not to the president or the administra-
tion and faculty. This iatitude is basic to college functions and operations,
although it is not necessarily accepted nationwide. If this is true, the faculty
and administrators must do more than provide services as we now perceive
them, services determined exclusively by the college. Community college
employees across the country may not believe this or understand what it
means, Does it mean subseiviencc to the cm:motility?

If the community itself is to be involved in determining its needs, if people
must examine themselves, the community development practitioner can help
them become engaged in deliberately organized efforts and community prob-
lem solving to create bettei Haces to live and learn. This seems like a new
role, different from that of director. How does the development practitioner
identify the right people, ones truly representative of the community? The
community should be involved directly in determining its needs and wants,
but should satisfy those needs in cooperation with the college. This seldom
takes place. at least not to any great extent. The comimmay, in its assessment
and analysis. should study attitudes and philosophical points of interest and
make them a viable part of determining the future of the community college.

The present inpia for the community college at a decision- making level
is the Board of Trustees, lint does it really represent the total community
or is it an 4lite? flow many trustees are from the tower-middle-class income
bracket? \Void() the community involvement approach not overlook the fact
that particnlar segments of the commiutity are not necessarily represented
by the Board of Trustees?
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(:eitain segments eel Ow community have a low income ',unl are otherwise
disadvantaged; the college really doesn't understand them ;old in ri4my eases
doesn't even want to, vliat thew should a community services director do
for that disenfranchised segment of the community? If elitism exists in com-
munity colleges, how can it be dealt with before this approach can he suecess
fully implemented?

What new training must community development practitioners take to
fit and fulfill this role'' NInst PhD. and Ed.D. programs hecome significantly
more sensitive and expansive. with new courses and experiences inn community
involvement?

We have heen talking about adult education, but nationwide we are con
(Tined with who handles education for Atilt s. Is it the adult sellout connected
with the high school, or with the community college, or with the o ,versity?
It has been mentioned that most ethwation collies from the social context
in which mail moves and lives; the whole community is a classroom. We
have heard about the problem of transferring the work in this community
into classroom work and the respectable college credit, because we are still
living ilk a credentialed vsciety (including degrees or credentials). It has also
been mentioned that sour'' of this community experience cancels out in the
classroom.

We are concerned not only with transferability of credit from work experi-
ence into Clati Sr00111 experience, but also with transferability of credit..1bout
a year ago, the Office of Education started a study on credit transfer, and
is studying how to make senior institutions accept some of the credits given
in community colleges for work experience, The USOE is planning to hold
a reacting conference and to issue papers. One issue will he on the quality
and substance of education.

Studying the problem of mobility of students across the United States,
we find that many students are attending seven or eight colleges or universi
ties. We must find ways of motivating and engaging the local citizens in
creating and maintaining communities with the hest possible community
education. Recently five executives front a large corporation came to the
Federal Office of Education to find out how they could become involved
with the community colleges in the continuing education program and how
they could offer their survives, their personnel, their resources, and their
advice to the community colleges. They believed that curricula were es-
tablished by the federal government and that that was the place to start.
The [SOU; explained that education was a state and local function and that
they must start working locally. They said they hail excellent program
with the community colleges for their own employees, but that it wasn't
enough. They wanted to help the community colleges make education a
real community unit. One problem when working with business and industry
is projecting manpower needs. These are changing so rapidly that they do
wit protect even three years in advance, flow can you chang'y curricula
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xitli so short projection? The executives said that community colleges are
so sl()%x iu t.lianging their curricula that, %%lieu a manp(wver need is evident,
it takes the college abinit t%%ir years to get IleV (tiles 01;11)1/N11(11. Thi' PrOPlie

,%1)001S, are 11020111111g acerrclitt tl, are tloing it moult faster.
:community colleges ha% e .idvisoix committees, blit ho pays attention

to them? \kiwi' 1 talk to .idvisory committees, they complain that the school
nom. listens, that the school still has the obsolete curriculum it had test
years ilgO, even though the committee asked that it be discarded.

The tv%ellitiVt'S Welt' asked Vily tlit'y didn't take the initiative and go to
the community college to offer their assistance. They admitted that they
xvere .1 hide reluctant I() do this. It is also true that no one from the common'.
ty college l';11110 to Sl't' than, It steins community college developmental
()Ulcers could simply go across the street to find out %%hat problems existed
in industry.

.kreas of major concern vere still minorities and vunien. 110%% do comp.
hies find qualified peolile and limc do qualified people find out about the

lobs? Community t.ollege counseling, centers alt' a 11V%% t.I1211(1 across the
cOtintry. I hill of the proposals that (AMA' (0 the USt.)1.; were for community
counseling (marls. not connected with the camiiiis facility, but soint.%vhere
out in the community, \Ve ate itpparently career ethication planning
in mit community services too much to chance,

knother problem is ,socking with a faculty lhat lives :20 or :30 miles from
the school. How ctlective can the taille,gt. lie %v hen the faculty does not
live in the community, and %%hen the top administrators give only lip service
to community services?

As for je(lerat government resources, Title I, 1ligher ActCtui-
tinning Extension ducation has had $M,500,000 to distribute. The money
goes to a State uLeticy in California, to the Coortlinating (:otimil for Higher
allication). The junior colleges are getting, about 0% of it, Continuing educa-

tion is a major hinction, yet only of the money is going to community
eolleges, It is significant that most of it is still going to lour-year institutions,
perhaps the snatching funds have liven the problem.

Star tiro.; July I, 197:3. the !louse of Ilepresentatisus tilucatcd $15,000,000
for coritimiing education for nest year. The Senate will work on it in Sep-
teinhei and the administration has not asked for (111Y funds. 'flits is a mistake
nos% that the older stitch:lit is coming back and short emirses are in (Lennon'.
There is a 55 hole new trend ill teaching and (11111(111nm, and high-risk money
nom the federal (..,,overinlient is needed.

Communitx service money was spent last year for education, eumloyment,
health, housing, land list., pos city 'eller. lecreatilm, transportation, economic
development. go is eminent. Mutual iclations, personal development, and youth
opportunities, 11'ashingtort, D.C. has 112 different sources of federal fantls
for colimumitx- services.
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J. R. KIDD

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

I shalt snot \\ ith a parable hum that rental kali le citi/en of 'aticoliver, sshoin
%se shale \s ith Los .1nge1es limn time to timi.--- phitosoplici, a moving
pichnr star, a t'llehrallt of life .illd li ing, un Indian (Adel Groige:

\ VAS it 0)711 yeStC111.11 that Jill sailtri ,irmintl the moon , aid is it tomorrii%
the) sill stmill up nu its 1.,trin 1ott mitt I I 11 a t1 t' that 111.111 sholllil travel

far 1.01 . Yl'I. 1t the) 11,15e travilleii fir, then I has travelled farther
it they lia%e Iris 1,Lst, then I faster for I N%as born a tholiYaml years

sago . culture of 14115, arroNvs. ltut ttithin the +1),111 of Iraq lifetime I

s%,is ;him; at ross the ties to the triltiire of the atom howl; awl from Imws ,11111
arro%%. to bond's is .1 ilistaiite hr heytilid a flight to the moon.

1 %%,e, loan in all age that lot eel the thing, of nature and gasu them beautiful frames
IiAr Tes-,111-11-a it iiisteaal of uaues lust Staille Part:,

Ilien the people came and more people came . . crushing
n1,hule ssusc tile) taint , hnrtitig the year, 11111 '111(1(11.'111y I 1111.1111.1 myself

a )(mini; 11401 in the nlilhl Ill the 1%%eiltictli century,
awl my luople atiriIt in this ['via age legit Hot a part of it

Note that Chief George was not really speaking ahout Indians only: he Was
speaking thoiit ;ill of us in this \voila beset by change, searching for the
deepest kind of human support auul commimity.

this conference has asked for some international perspectives, sketches
of \\ hat other members of the blown& family in lt11110..; :11/11Ilt 11)111 11111114

Cilla'all(111 elllICatil/11 for ctnuntunity. Sometimes. tvben asked to contrib-
ute eyperient e from other parts of the \\ orld. I \onder is it to offer something
exotic? Or to provide a token or "mascot- to show floss. broad \ve are in
ow interests? Or lweanse \ye \sant to conip.tre and exchange. perhaps even
learn from others? It seems to he the last reason in this case, even thotn.th
the task is impossible. In uuy case, I shall hegira some\s hat like that audacious
Englishman. NViiiston Churchill. (hi one state visit to Paris to meet General
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t'.1111'11 ini 1111 a speech stticill lip Mill
tic! je p.oler anrais,- Just ,t, he did, I shall Lice my personal

and itit4hlY Pre itItlict'd Icv ("1"Irl 1)-0\ ui Ilit'
It odd.

Thel,- 1, mow Irra%.ido in those ttolt1s than I remit feel. 1 %% ish I

,.ii as tint a character king tt.,p Ilk Rilk% all '1 ira%I' 1.1LjEll04..1 the 1/41/4(.1.0(1.

ill the (.(1111.St. . . l': t'ry hind I illititistind. each ttittI its
o\%ii customs and habits, each %%Olt its oi\ it la\C' \I rncu perception is
more like that of an ()shad professor. John Christie, as he opencil a l'NES(:()
Fast- \Vest Seinimir

\ It 'alio.% Itlige t,t 1.'i.tetil thulight is swan ..01,1-0ii),1ficial. it is a compound of inert,!
tenipvieil It, t antrum tcntttta 10\%.110, %1,10,,E,

D kt'Spitt' theSe Il lint, ,hY ulteutllltit,, I ant sure (lie elloit is making.
Montaigne once said tit a "cite) man heareth the NA hole stamp or the lit nun
condition," l'erliaps I all IA11(111'1[14 the (1111'itills, hilt it is %1211

that ',Mlle 14 reimirkahle iit(erar,ces about die good coninti nity
come from elsohere. starting at !east \vith .1tliens or even earlier. 1)n you
remember es>nr l'eriels7.

\Vt. Ai[I Hu% ct linos (111..14t,t(C to OM tuniirtn11aty Icy ,tiit act of 111,1111111,ty tpr' cOA,11111(
liOt itii tle,ert tint oinr,1414.., t. trill liOd for the itic,th an11 ,ul rctl thin II( the
CO1..11111110 , !loth ,11(11it' .11111 AA itit %%Ili rt.% (Tv iii t the t.t\%, tit the community
an l tilt our bust to iraitc a like ruspet t tc% rrettcv in other.. tie I.111.tro.t.

ken the 1)01)1)1C'S ',CIO(' of t it. linty tIllti tlu1, in ill %bete a,Iys %1V
transmit (Inv co(ii(ttir. lititt(ii soul mole it i,as tuatasnlilltil

I labor the point becalms' (um tees so many exanples of decay, corrosion.
and I:tin-ill-00m in our cities. because even before the we hale all
lived in the community of dissent. \\*. II. 1iiilen's thought

iiiirrti .1111111(1 \(i Ind liti)tet
niorti «intuit

11 hsw little %%as left (4,11,(11(IL:

lint

11'e all as4ree that one Illitts2; a +.4outl community must provide is oppuitimit
Fur itty untl oiliest still. not lust for criticism ant! conIrotttation.

Rut vItat about community education elsei% here?
iliere ha\ e been mune inportant (1(1i-1(1)111(.1as throtigh international ac-

tion, The Third SVorld Conference on Idult rducation. sponsored by UNrti-
(:() Tok-o io 1972, \vas a forum for snstainuil. eloquent. and vet prat tical
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6111,11111s 101 ricloor M11;111;4 in it \'llyS; 111/rii1)11talty.

it ,t% allable to more people ill more countries. i21 vertically, offering
education throm;hout all the years of living, and IT bringing the learner
into the process of planning guiding. and assessing his own education. 1,ate
in P)72, it repot ssas 1)111)1islit'd that 111:i1 1)I'11% t. to he a Nvaterslwd in the
long histoly of education --the i'anre firport, sith Ili r..straorclitrary title
',courting to iic, This report. Instil a truly' Intrlittional Commission on Ethicit
tional l'tevelopment, oilers for the first time ,1 consistent review of education
in all 'rails of the world and a consistent approach to ediwation viewed
as a lifelong proces,. Indeed, the first reconninqulation is:

%e proi)ose 111caliosi snoop( for eiltIcalikill;i1 ill lilt'
1:41111t itIr 110111 IltAL'It11)('41 ,111(1 lit'Veir31)1104

have ,dread); seen Of the role of universities,
community collev,es, community schools, and programs of community (level-
opment. Some aspects of ;ill Ihrse programs are to he found itt other countries.
\lore ;old more universities in Europe ;11111 increasingly (.1se\vlierr.) take adult
education seriously and listially have some involvtnnent with the community
and community education. this is more marked in the developing corm-
tries. %%here the 11111V el,itleN. W;tillSt. 1111)(101 they follow:, are
being forced, or are moving into fostering some community education. This
shift in emphasis is lisually faster in the newer than in tic traditional universi-
ties of Europe ,ind Latin America, especially %%ten aiwouraged by remarkable
educational statesmen such IS Julius Ny(Tere of '1'in/x.11a and NVilliams
of Trinidad.

\lost higher education in the developing countries is modeled after that
in Europe or America. Not Jill educational aid to flit' developing countries
has been lienign. but we can he assured that much nwrican itttfucncc 011
U0)11111111114 t'llillC,1111)11 in foreign universities has iliV11 in keeping with their
()%Nii needs. \1011O\ Cr. %%hilt the is not clear or complete, at least
:3{1 countries lia some form of comicality college that V1'1111 L'01111111111i-

ty leadership was imperative. Sonic at least are in the forefront of community
education. The ('cited States can take sonic credit for this davelopment,
although the main gross di conies from national laders %im iinderstaml that
higher education is too precious, too cnstls Gs he frittered away on the
wiimptirtant or the irrelevant. \limy countries also have what might be called
cointimnity schools, althmigh they do not ithvays resemble ours. ''he tern)
-community tlevalopment is %vellknon in 'oust parts of the Nvorld and,
mile tiers is no final agrcenit9it svliat it means, programs called communi-
ty development are almost every% here. sometimes roofer government direc-
tion, sometimes under university, college, or private initiative, or 0 combina-
tion of Own).



tllt'lt 11,11 1'11 assuulcd iticiha for coulionni-t mid clopmnt. dirty is httly ctilisistcno ill ((wit.
location. Some eviloplcs:

1. it,uli I hscrl %s ith conionitith cdocation Icatiwis in Colombia; % ills ani
wil Ills sN totvS AS OW pi Mil' hill)! ili,Itit)11 11ti,'1,1 101 CLIllitillinity
health rilliViiii)11 1% iii111 (11)1t,tlitm ill

rutliolvt. jai) in.
2. Tylvvistoti ust rl as the basic nit000ittion sstciii tot literacy and (.011111111-

1101, education ill S,1111o,1, Sicily, and several ()Owl' countries.
3, l'ovlahly videolapc recorilcrs, "501 iii the Guladia"

"Challeige for ('pantie- tychniiiiwo in the Arctic and in Tantania.
l iii concept cdocalion distance" and in the coininotiiiics

ss Bore people than alsays in some institution, is hcconlintt popular
in many parts of the %vorld. The oligin and ptpolarity of the idea have Bilk
to do \kith community education: nici1ioil is often ,ten :is a Ics, y \pensive
Torus of pros The Ol,rn ( "till ruNilij ha; become
the 11)1)(atud (ir ciectroniv

orovid( t1111 of the I1111111111atilill, ,111111v, ss itli 14.11) froth communi-
ty counsclors, tutors. or ttitlidlciirs. It is Wit ill its Se(1111(1

(V)1 (TOR./ it (lid oil hit' 1) 1511!

sciAicus, c\periviRvtl a iiii)tit11-11)11,4 post dl strit,c, purktps orst possible
liovc%cr, Aid(' III 51111'515V Allis crisis largely

it of 1..1.11111111111.0\. 1..1111lISCIMS 1.11(1 tutor, \dill Iliad(' it
ft/1 were C1111111(41 ill Britain III bi in tonal \vial it teacher

;Ind to ll'Ut.iVe 11 \lOst of the best sstciiis of
c(irr(spoii(lciict. education linty coonsulitiv totoriiii.t. and periodic classes
all built into thorn.

yvinipli., of illy salmi. pienonienon operiiiiiat at ildlyrynt levels
arc.,

I. ICI.ILU ill Costa 13tca is pritomil postlitchwy proi4rairi. it is based
on the alis\sors Io Ipicslions Irolo all mil' the (4)11111 IY. ttitticnlarlc `mall

And is siwpoi It 111)5%

WV% dt Last 1 coontrics.
TyllYlsolleu, iii PO% l5 proVjiklii ai

,0(1111111,W IptIstSe(1)1111..11 \ 11'511 115lIll.; 1/11111,11 ily till'
3. \ ICU Ili (Alt ill1t1 1101011 01

SI111111)1 11'd 1ly 1(1c5 much of Ow
oil 115 Ow tist. ut these 5:111i1. Initli i.

i. rill' (.11'..1i 1/1)1'llItt's 1.1.,Tly 'al tic 'lilt
el, kit is upclillwIllitiLt ith a.i(111.1tv courses is hell.

I ,oc coilititaltdiri4 attention throw-011)10 \V(,l01.11
tiropc, lit part., many dcAulopitiv,

It should IA. Ikti most 01 limp IV/Oil/fig SY,tt'll1S individualited,
are plantiv(I fur singly learners. and ,e1.51' the edliCaliniial liCeitS
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III .4111.1 to serve quite tratli-
holm( educational puiposes. The trni,lu of Marshall MI:1,1km that the media
are tribatifing people, making tot inie vast "global may be true,
hot the reverse is equally true that the metlia also tend, or can be used,
to individnalih. :laid fractionate divide people from each other.

1 IiiNeer, nellhl r triltalnong ur indi%idnaliiiiit; is inherent prot)vity
of the media, The tact that they Are :I means of reaeliiiii.; people in Hie
rnlnurn lilies tt here then h,e is sii0,11ii,ant; the same channels could he used
hit education and social cooperation,

Cable tele%iston, of course. is Anodic' eYomple of A communication system
that Weill', tle,liuetl to ,erne (1 111111111110. It is local lit n01141', and
c,ul to 0111111111 11(1" as llik411 its IhVY
11 ere 15%o decades 101' the loud) lir of kith()
Set 1}/1(1 I. a )),101, htv :harks Sit`p114;1111 (Mt it I liS 1)00k

coliminnity forces %%wild talc o%-er I'M radio as the central cunt
nluuie,rfiun 10r Clint:Mint; and (1)1111111111iliCS. i'...\(.1.1)t in a remark-
ably let% cases, this object %vas never achieved. mid it arty not be vilIt
cable tides ision either, unless t, Iltrikr it happen, \lost C;tiladiAli cities an:
alread linked IA- cable, kit Canadians 11;t%'e ant yut t.celled in tt,iill the
aailabie t h.olucl, for coli1111111iit edltualion.

j/'. can see in other phut. of h IC 111111(1 111.1111. Of the

101111S of conilJnlnity rdItc,tlitm that %e have dItc;1(1 ht.cri disultsifig, Sonic
11,0,( huvil itdrucliccd by A1111'1.11'001 eYallittle; in turn iniv,ht provide

'nation tor coulimmit, ellitcators in the United States, it tcc learn
to cooperate,

The eve haritze ION% t.1 et, is hi. lim,' VV May
Ii\e in a "4111),11 W.041.... hilt V, t 11s11,,l11%. keel) to our 1111 n StIVCIS.
it 5, nth, it 5,i, dkiiit4cr and ,Haile d
e\PellenCe hiCh Iliad(' the litintern \\ Mid like a villie4t, not telt.vision, as
that ttleary had said," eVent, tV11>' don't tVt,
share and 1,1111 trom each other?

ot the reasons are ohs inn, cuont4h. namely, that certain essential
cniiiiminicatinu channels arc

.n international Cont;iess of UM% ersity !dolt Education tt,t, lowided at
a meetinu, .it S\ use rusit ill 19(0, hill 1:3 years later it is still inade-
iiiialel1 nili)nit'Itt ltt }iCII) the Vital cchatit4e. The /Arminian-

,1)11t,4es kettn ,ts ..tt:t no intmiational suite. altliongh ret4i01}al Nvorld
onleiences IIII them lie mitt, piani,"1, The International .\ ssociation

serves is a chi!, for the Administrators And takes little interest
ill cdlicatiou of people ill The teachers' organi/ations,
Luis the \Vould (fouteren(c of the ()Igaiii/ations of (iii Teaching Profession
\VC( )11)!, have sonic interest in community ednuation, led by such ..1nwricans

:ts Robert hike, Secretary of the .1dult Education (:ominittee, and Paul Shoals;
this could become 1 point of eAclialige for 'itrions firliis of YolittwinitY schools,
but again, resources xrt shin, The intrc,overninntal orti,anitations i UNESCO,

,,1 it 111,,
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l'.1() how time to lime !also dire( t interest in community education.
and occasionally en14,14e thicell- in support for it, lint these are all organita-
tions of governments, administered on behalf of the "big battalions.- (:oncerns
likt'11111111111111tS' tin rarely reach the conference tab/e, let alone, achieve
high prioritt, It is true that the \cork! campaign sponsored liv L'NESCA)
to eradicate illiteracy ban, ill Illally countries, supported various forms of
community education. since not even the ehillest can devise tvays to achieve
funetional literacy that are not based on some form of community of that
do nor deal with many aspects of community life besides reading and tvriting.

These gaps in the communications system have prompted some, of us to
organise the international t:otincil for .tiltilt Education. Much of the ailvance
thinking about the problems before the council came from Americans, \vith
Paul shoat, largest c011tlahlItO1. The 1:111111CH. hottever, although
it has its headquarters in North America iToroutto, he governed by
international interests, primarily iu the developing countries,

it is conceivable that the council might help provide. more com-
munication aiming people ;ill over the \vorld interested in community educa-
(ion ;old de \-elopilient, This possibility might [111111(1 4." planed.

TO sO t'Palal 1'011111111111Catlial, %Ve 11111st surmount a hurdle in attitude.
it is curious that some' people most emu:eruct] \t ith 10110 111 \velhheing in
the home or neighborhood resent or oppose efforts to expand the human
comnitinit: across international hullers. It is similar tin the hostility between
those \till') once espoused home missions in the church sold the ;itIvocates
of foreign missions, kith \vile necessary anti equal in serving their
religions purpose. Smile still 0.1.11 argue that eVel'\ c0111111111lity in NO1(11
lnterica Inlist he developed before thing is (lone ;ihroadt in their self-right-
eousness, they say that we, !Live, 1111 right to tell odwrs \\fiat to do \\lien
we have so much distress it home. l)thers will ;ititoniatietilly answer any
call to serve ill foreign parts. Some are openly contemptuous or despairing
of \vorking effectively in their otvii homeland. \Ve 'oust establish ;1 perspec-
tive on the 1111111111 funnily its heople to he served in various ways, tvliether
close ',it !limit or at a distance.

ll'here are the experiences worth 0111 UNa11111rati011? fla\I!.\1/1el'iCalls notch
to learn ah011t (I/1111111110y education from \vhat is happening elsewhere?

provide this hi any emilpreliensive \vat', lint I \till furnish examples
that will either stimulate discussion. tit prompt better examples than the
t \vo I hays already used. namely, the international campaign for functional
literacy dud the various forms of the ()pen University.

Nlany people in North Aineriea seem to be ignorant of any serious interim-
timid] effort to eradicate illiteracy. or do not know that it is based on ideas
generally consonant with community education, or have heard that the pro-

.grain is one of confusion and disaster.
Iii fact, the picture is twither rose nor black, hilt almost every other line.

The problem-- to make at least 8(111 million people literatt,---tvoilld have
(imited ittiy but the most audacious Or foolish. Too often the concept has
been inadetpiate. the planning deficient. the resources innnilicirnt. the educa-
tional processes badly timed and executed, the local efforts confused, the
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es ;dual nonexistent. Vet, in the past decade something like 700
people have matte siihstanttai progress. The proportion of illiterates

has come dots'', dramatically so iu Latin .1 welled, tvhich, because of high
kith rates, has had 1 net increase in the total inimber of illiterates, ,.On
need not despair ey'en of that, for it is conceiable that in the 1970, the
lla I ill (11111 \then ff hitt.r.ot, e \teed, the number of
not births ,ind the tt hole III %t ill become mariagalde,) Iii ?Host of
the countries concerned, the reading materials deal tt of health,

and political ;mil social ties elopinclit ;It fill' IIRAI %1:0111(1

be L400d provanis for ;illy community education.
\I least Isvii sturics %vortli In lhtriurr

(lassie dessiu III 141111(1 l'lllit'ati()111111 11)1111%11'd %%All reui;u'kuble success,
Tlik lorrnuht 1()ItnlIS sett .\111Crit'd/r,

I. carehil ',mil systematic oils on the linguistic problem. developing ma-
terials based on community hisilig

preparation III all personnel for l'arers IS s()Cial scientists, program
planners, animatems, teachers, media producers, or evaluators

1. int oat ement ?host I/Mill/VA, State, ;aid locus cit'ii
Serk,411IN ill reinforcing roles: ;ind community ()finials of kind,

1, tesiiiiv, ill seircled coiuniunitie, and refinement III methods .tritl materials
i. try meet in .1 single state. \Y id' testing told refinement

application in four more ,tats,. 1011()11(11 by further refinimlit
7, tpphr,ttion throughout country.

tar a, 011,11 judge from the outside, this grand design has been
folliiYed and the resillts appear to he evemplary.

The Niohral program in l3rri.tI is ittiutlicr cvamplc. run:tiling
\shut may be one olitective of the program do maintain a military ()hi:artily
to pover, the ednational orgaiii/ation 111(1 process ;ire remarkable, .1t least
Imir niilliun men and %vowel' are enrolled in some form. the results claimed
are phenomenal. and the orgaiii/ation is complex lout complete. 'we
see an association of political, civil service, educational, gong) leaders,
each having an important role. the Ilse of all media, many forms of recognition
.tiid reinforcement. ;Intl the use of neighborhoods i.tuti small communities
as the organitational base, higunions methods of finance are also employed;
for exaniple, suable percentage is obtained from national loothall pools.

project of IMV141Velit'ss of lases is maintained for corporations that
cooperate in the etImAtimial program,

'111, N1.1)/..A program is so cuniprehcnsit e, at1,11111tilit: possible
cuntifiu,Thcie,, that one ol,scrser likened it of the ,vurid traveler
Skim recessed a lelegraiu 41,10,ing him that his tvife had died and isising
hits , holier the hotly should be 4. -.mated or buried, lie ?tired back: -1.)o
both. Take no chanees"

%1'e have also mentioned countries in 5vIlich the ()pen idea
has been employed. Tellekolleg iii 13livrtliei is one evalimle. Another is the
achievement iu l4lrtnrl of upgrading IRON) Iii.chiliciatis skim tree( scattered
in communities ;Ind factories all over the country, The method Yvas simple-
each indisithatt %vas enrolled in the one of about 10 colleges or universities



i,,01.4,1 his 11111111' 1.111 slit/( Id... (1 1111 I0 1111l. 111'11 11111 1011s fill' l11
tOill'11,4 1' 11.114 4' 14 1'1 14)411 111 sis 1111111110 1111' practical %\ 01k ill 1114'

1,11101,11111 it... for booting, lot Hsu th library, for meeting other students,
and tot the stimulation that conies from good 4:Diplome student lily, 1)n ring
the iritci%ils. 'mine lir %%of k, they leceived lessons and problems 10 Solve
11'4 1,41110, Ides ision, col csponduntv, or pro:41,011mil learning tests, and you'd
rely to some extent on local library resoinivs, They %very also supported
by their employer and allo55vd day s off for study ;old pn.paration for exams.
The result %%as that most of the candidates did as well as or Ileum. on t. \;1111111;1-
00114. than they could have anticipated in hill-time Sillily at 111r umfvtrsily.
III this \:1111114' 1111'11' %%;n !nthe use ol loudl or regional material, but, as
pointed out earlier, the org,ini/atimial plan ('1)111(1 be applied to more local

0THN EXANIIILES

C',S,S.li. The Soviet Union still gives preference lot places in higher ethaqi-
tion to students who have performed %yell in work and in carrying out commu-
nity' or party responsibilities. Soviet officials see tut particular need for special
efforts in community' education, since the official system takes into account
service and participation in community life. It is also true that many, if
not Most, elementary and secondary schools in the U.S.S.R. are community
schools, at least in one sense, The parents can, and often do, exercise consider-
able influenc.t tin the content offeredfor example, on what language options
will C1104.1, 011 sponsoring community events associated with the .school,
on various out -of- school activities (sports, music, et.). Parents and the C0111-
11111114 thus IlaVe 11 significant role, even though a circiiiiiscrilied one, with
%vellifine(1 parameter. They would lir unlikely to accept the view that
the st.hool program, methods, or dis(1pline should be mutters solely for the
Ministry 00(1 the teachers. It is interesting to note that one. reason Russian
schools (.eased to employ. corporal punishment 11410Y years ago was that
parents and other people in the community estahlislo(1 and helped maintain
«ales of conduct that were effective, even though doubtless galling to the

1 1 rm. Vliether such a system (.011141 be employed in a relatively free
society is far from clear.

Clibm, Ten years ago the Ministry of EdticAtion in China announced 0111
111l bolded proi;rutns 101' se(11111,11 \' education ever advocated, The pro -

gt;ttn w.as to be cooperative, with suidents spcildilig half hint. ill shilivs
111 4.1;10101 and half him' in socially useful work in the community, farms,
f,1) tonics, mr oil work proje(is. Training %vas pr ided 10 1:1111110 111V111

1(4.ervt. l'ill`(.11Vel' 111 OVUM' tasks. '1111s kind of education has been advocated
by many philosophers and has been provided here and there in !chili% ely
small communities. China, how ever, announced a program to serve millions
of young people. which. it %%Os iickmw%lcdgetl, might take as much as a
dccadc for hill inpluilititation. bn [Jct. while Ibcre has beat 110 disavowal
of the program, it has not yt been implcirivoted, For iihnost Olive years
tiothita; svus 110114' 11CC44114.1.' 1111.' (1/11%1111(10 01 till.' ctllhirul li`\'11111(1011"
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that list as the pit,t41;1111 11 AN .11111011114:eil Mlirein'ef, the Chillt'Se 11011'
11(111 WWI lilt it is in Make logistic ;irranetnents for

l'ihiCatif ill alit] sell ice lur
111(40 111.111 10 licoldv. Cali volt operate 1,11'111s aid liwtollt,C

It is stilleffiticial ,Intl Ise then ynnn>; people part-11111e?
too earl\ to I\ tiov . but tlic ot these .tilt clamant,. people trill he
ltuslh \\ ;itching.

1Ve may admire another feature of Chinese ethiettional itud public policy.
but lack the it ill tsit ellildate it, Thi'y haVe te11' prtilesSinilais to serve the
hundreds of thousands of communities, out such as there are, they ;ire shared,
.1 young teacher, doctor, engineer, demist, or government official can expect,
for at least live years after graduation, to he sent 1t here !Host
to sums' VilL1L;(,. The problem of pro\ iding backip professional ser-
vices for community (41oicat ion is lesstated 1111(.1101u' con control the location
of the practitioners. 1 bocci over, at least at present. the (:Ininese seem aide
'to make better use of p;traprofessionals 55111) serve \\ ith anti tinder a /Imre
espelienta.ti trained They can ;.1150 rely on vast numbers of young
people to pettorm acts of public serice, \\ hien may be the best kind of

,ire they feasible Iii a "free society? ()tiler coun-
tries, Teiri:(1Mel, for evample, have ;tclopted similar measures in the placement
of professionals.

()tie can cosily understand the difficulties encountered \\ hen such measures
;ire attempted voluntarily, yet the success in attracting able young people
tot the 1tiociiy at Peace C.orps or to the ['Ruttier (:ollege ill Canada no
in its 75111 yearl or to the Peoples l'itiversity of or\vity itio\ 100 years
old, does suggest that nuttier certain conditions they can he overcome and
the plans can attract signifiumit numbers of Ilie finest young people.

.1 similar evainple is seen in the various national service corps. The t\vo
most frequently mentioned are and IFf/ii. The Israeli corps is pall
111. Set i(l alid i, (1)111pillsor'. Selected draftees, 1111111

Watt illiterates or perform various social scrree duties in uoinnatitities. Not
only (hi they 1;111. hilt, \Olen tlischarged, (hese young people
often become recruits for the teaching profession or for posts in kibbutzim
or community ser\rre The by-prothict of \cell-motivated and trained person-
nel mot be as \Anionic is the continionity education they,perfortn.

Thu hAnian evainple is eittiolly interesting. The first corps, so.calicti
Iony tin arc 11 as composed of all conscript soldiers. sdectttl to go
to the \ Wages to teach. Some critics claimed that the Shaintilialt \vas
conscripting these young turn to keep them in service and allay from the
possibility of fomenting and organising unrest. 11'llatever the motive, the
result \vas community organi/ation aunt development i hundreds of areas
throm.,,loont Iran, Stunt a set nod Was established. :..5 1)111' of engineers
111t1 tl'(111iiihiV,istS 11 110 dill practical construction \cork in villages ;Dull often
left a residue of partly trained village people \shun they left third corps
selected young men for health and social services to be performed in the
tillages,

Note that iii tlit'Se service corp's1A'cl'c tor Coli'sel'il)ts111Tat11.' oh dilly. MINI
;it last these scrviie corps eft' opened to it oineli. the voluntary principle
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\%,IN ICY% 01.(11 11111T \ CMS 01 till' %%WIWI'
Illtaillaq 5 li,iA r ,1111 .11th (111144)10,t1.,111'11 MINA iti ttir IVS(116, nn the VA 111)10,

than tilt. 1111'11. Till' ,I1'1'I11(1114L; (1/ Olt ,Is 111111)\\,;

1 .1111' \%1/1111'11 S1/1111/11VI's. did SI111111(l'et 111141Va111)11 is 11S11,111) 11114111T.

.2. livt...ttts.... ut (Ito position tit \sotiwil it' tpliiinintitit.s, it 55',15
front (In' 1)111s11 01,11 1111 %/)1111/1crl 11/111111 111(0 c'1111111111110 unless `,1111'

\\ CU' the 55.1111 awl 111111t1 (lit 1)1.11(11'11//11 i l 1111' 110,111 Mal/ 111 die village.
slit thus had a personal relation.liip ith and ,t direct aucess to local go\ ern-
went that ttss the 111111 (v er ;inquired.

rho \ (mien volunteers could 140 111(1) 0111' 111/1110; 1111:11 0111111 11111 ill)
SO. \1'I)//11,11 CO11111 teach 1111'11. lout men could 1111( tt ttli \\111/11'11.

I'hr ,netts, 1)1 1111's0 Sl'1\ itt corps, partienlarly the svoinen's vorps iii Iran
and Israel, his ;ill ratleil attention elsco here. .t least 20 devehipiug conniries

lkive mune version of .1 national youth training ;Ind service corps, operat-
Mu; mainly iii small communities. lit most cases, the objective is Wit 111'4141111011
IOU 11111101111,11 140,11s 11111 Olk fur uoriminnity

home. Sv(' Intl) interesting programs of community education
iu (111' ('rititalffil Arriir. I has t recently returned from Igloolik, tull all

111)111\a' the .1rt.tit. Archaeological remains slio\% continuous though
sporidic ouniipanc id (his island for at least 1.000 years. lint until 'Witt
the people \\ ere nomads. using largely Iii .t stone-age olturc, Nuss fglnnlik
is .1 of 700 liamit people akin( ,50 Kallhni,t or ()Wanders. They.

,t school Is att actist a, ;1111 11(11C1' in C,111,111a, a Well.vicipped 1111(1

111111( centre. resourceful ..ind capdhle community orgaiiiters, and
tkulition of self-help that iti,tkes community education anti action possible

even though the villagers had never before lived ill a W111111 CO11111111111(y.

There are lots of problems in igtunlik, kit it is also clear \vIlat 'night and
\\ ill lit, thliiv, ,hairs is tnitlinti from the elcctcti
tnuutil, all 11111 One Of \V111/111 are 1111111a, OF 111)111 (110 l'001111,01VC, \vhich
everyone can belong to and most do, lir Iron] other coinitninity-%vide organita-
(ions. The ethicatitm ()tiered ,idolts by the .c,overninent is lltxilnit: nutrition,
johs better housint.t. health. hunting ,ind conservation, crafts. religion and
philosophy. ,ind outside events.

Thimv,h not yCt in 11.41()Olik i%%hiell has no (1)1Itarts C\t'ept tt'll'11111/11('
via ,atrlli(e, irrrgnlar 111,1)) fhLOIls. 1 11%11'11' ship atliV111, 111./0111C 1101111-

CHI C11111111/1111111's 0,oVVI'111111'11( has 111111eriakt'll a 111 %%' colul/p( of cool-
nomic,itinms. lilte;u1 it (loin,: nothing Nil beam messages at the 1nnnit people,
as has ;its\ ays 111111 done ;yid still uolitinties, the government is pi.ilvicliug

media VIli. minieot;rapli, and small presses)
fn the local people (lilt they van coiriiiiiinicale with each other for %\ hatev-
er purpose they '0, ish.+This radical depattnre itiaLes not only' educationists
,ipprehensive, 5vill people do without our guidance?---but also the
1113s, 111,,dia cm, wily parti.tlly literate poiple
Ilse of these beautiful mauliines?" Naturally there are dilliculties..\ nesv group
nil nint; the radio station \\all not at first do is 55 ell as protessinnals,
piitlillg ecniiiiiiinicatimis into the kinds of Hot simply
subjecting them to a floss of kill prodout.

teinaukahle.
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vii Im the I'S I's of percrptiti uulsidets, flit' vcsiiits tail he gratifying,
ur evample, espulienced Canadian community duvelopinunt officer,

king iii that most &Ilk:tilt utiiti ii ;ill ;abandoned uoarmining community,
1)01(1,es that the toe of poitaido 1111 speeded np development to Ilw stage
lie had anticipated \(mild take !liner. In Nis months. The community concerned
\vas ;ilinost bereft of young puople. They had all di Hied iova) and the reinaiii-
Mg adults had sills ived conditions of !ugliness. inadequate \valet. supplies,
outside toilets, and general cutuntttnily deco) ha at least 111 years, They
\\Am. and did Ilia to he 110111C1Vd \Yid' ally

C5110It them, ,ell then) products. or lin) their
votes. Least ii all did they. \v an( another 5li(1.11slitVi.y; these they had entharetl
aplenty. Su the countainit) development 5t110 might have 'Weil 4.1:11
as a kind Id spy or meddler, taut e his VTR t)vo respondents
)) lin agreed to lake pat t. They aucepted some training, ;ind the initial inter-
sit..s int; thus conducted by local people about themselves, litimetliate play-
back prodaced results. The village people had stumbled over slag ;mil liver
liottles and calls for years hot nuts, on screen, they Sil (Ili' dill and

first heard themselves talking .thoitt prohlems
and ithout possilde solutions, and found themselves listening to themselves,
They dismetcd that procf..., so hard to describe "of people seeing themselves
as others sue them," hilt also, 111(1 more important, "seeing themseles
as mil) they could sue themselves." The result ryas a development of commit-
)m nt to limited ohjectivus that bits not ceased to t4i.o)v. Naturally, the magic
was not in 1TH, lint it \vas a potent instillment,

hi hot:1mb,, VTR has heft in the hands of item or three Yount; people
\ski have lived )) ill villagers as ;minimum ,. )iie I iy.prothict of the Tanzanian
project is that government officials ha) e vies(ed the tapes \\Ali sonic itstonish-
munt. These ollicials had ulicn iit'el/ to the village's, hub 11C11.4. 10
111111' in gnYtI'lli111911 puliuy and programs. For the fast lint,',
011 the tapes, they hart' 110;m1 5 j1hic.Vi's speak. site hos). suspicions they are
ul governinetit agents. hose often they misunderstand the message. Ina also
how full of ideas and conionm sense they are. Leatling Tanzanian (initials
halve claimed that the hy.product of this \viol, educating officials, is more
important than the community devellipment that has ensiled.

.11 a dilfurent level, there is the evample of the Estramiual Department
of the University of the 1 1m/its. 1105( 25 years old. /It:cause of
the sliategit genius of the lirst director, nos). Sir Philip Sherlock. Clis depart-
menl took its title from the United kingdom, hilt borrosveil ideas from many
sources, and developed a prilgralll that \t'lls trill) indigenous, The purpose
sv-as bold and simple-- to develop the intellectual, spiritual. and esthetic re-
sources ml people heyoml the secondary school in it single institution
by 55.1iatever means umild be found. This university department provides
.1 much more useful esaitiple for most developing countries than 1.11). at ().sforcl
01 I larvard (:hicago 'format).

1 is sometimes charged that people interested in community develtpinunt
have -tunnel vision. that their interest is a vice like rarvatit nationalism,
The novelist licht.t.ca \Vst once dchated the charge that nationalism 55..15
a vice.



I c.oinot hcing 11111.1 lw t ulunfa rd to trllti\att Ili, turi
t. {hilt sl Ili'L;1114, tt li111,MS that sins rtalom. htirit.; lit ,t Ilcllliun of

1111111.111 1.ell1'4s tt 101 kik t AA it toV,utlit! voimoll li6i, 0,1%0

k it'S1 nI rt,,dtly, \Chit III mu- should tlicrvIme
Ile allmcd 41 Ilkt. 11111r1f4lilvrit lit II, wilwomsile,s. k Iwo Ole ,)ii Hirst redson

v,h1,-.1i is .1. ell sit-(6 pc0,111,.. in IC tt,ct4
tt}t,tll C, the dcw, 01 a 1),"/,1,4

( :011111,11111g V011111111111l'ilt /II S% Bich it Mall t iii he it QM('
iii% ittltl r (ti ills CW111111010 and al the Si11111' t ,laud ith
iltll 1110 Milt ;iii 1t1enian or a Greek but a citizen ii tlw

These tett s;imples in isolation may not mean much. but they do suggest
that many of our concepts and programs might he tested in conoirison
tt ilh tsptrittlte l'Istt% here Mid that, ley titi, nit tit,, 'Wt.` 1161411i refine

0)111' N Vt(111.ttiCHI of kk hat ate are doing. \Vt. might even (Intl clues
;nal insights for modifications or even for radical ;tn., twiny:

forced to do by such Third It'orld educators ;ts Paulo Freirt.%1 III 11% Gandhi,

Througliont this presentation 1 have talked as if %% Jill haa the same goals
aild understandings ;ttiont community (Alin-dhoti and community develo))
ment, Although this is far !tutu true, I e.pect that %ye ;tires 1111 initell more
than \se think. Perhaps \ve should take seriously the fundamental question
posed by, Paulo Freire What a;.c. sve educating for? Is it for effective perfor-
mance ill accepting the status quo, or for freedom? Nlany people in Latin
America are saying the \van! freedom. not development. not just economic
grotttir 'I hat is tt lit ill` and Ili tiil are SO I Ig: t110.'y should It.
well togtlher. I StippitSt that reCt'llt CVL'IltS IliINC chastened IIS 1)1111

cans sufficiently for cis to realize that these questions ;ire not to lie ans\vered
only iii Latin 1nwrica, but also bore iii certain important reTects. There
are no great communities tt ithout citizens ulio are creative, enlarging, and
free. hest plaimed. most bealitiful, cleanest, community I have 0...V1:1' Seel!
I. the model cite uI Fatalipor Sikri, where human 'wings no longer live.

CONCLUSION

1 staited tt ith ti e parable of Dan Cemge. I end tvith another front
vanity.

el' heard his Dame, hilt You ill. 1 lis father tt as an .1mbassador
and a Governor-Gera:rat of Canada. Eight years at;.) he had four ea tiers
open to him; Professor of Philosophy tit the University of Toronto, the highest
rank in the (:anadian Vit y, the vice.presideiwy of :1 large corporation, and
Jill ;tinbassadorship, lie chose none of these: instead he %vent to an obsciire
siliage itt France near the Coluiriegtic forest, to live with Si,. mentally rebtrtled
adults and shale his life tt ith them, Thus began Ifirifire a program that in
less than eight years has spread to 5i) centres in France 1)0C/1 the bask

tt..l 161,1. t VA, 1'qk
I 0.d 00, 0 '1,0 1,11 II, 0.0 tr.,0 tL CI, r 1007n
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1011 .1 11,111slo1111,111101 111 ('1111 if re1,ii111.4.1 aitltllt.i, 1.(1 !Lida ,1111,%1(11, i111

11%1' ClittCs. I 1111111 11,itl's. 111 111AL I i 1)C11111,111.. 111 the

1111101. 10+11} sm)r) to 011).1 ( .111(11.

In 1111 AT 1 ith'. 1 V001010 r 1 1///,
111 his 1101%1 110)1111' 111 1111111.

is musing lilt. things NCI'S

\Vt. %%Ile 1,13%1104 hall tilt. 1/11li'l (lit - is jo,L.1111 I$COplc %%011111 k'.111 111111

04,2,t4e4241, lit' %%4441141 11tyk': 144 144' 1'4111011 list jost'144`, 1.4411 . 1140' (;111411%.1 (iii lit

111314, %%11111ils14411%; I 111% 411 41,14.0.441 (41111111,1111.111 s041111. 14%11141e t all 111111 mentally 'dallied,.

he prelers It tAllekl lost Conn". 1)1111) skolie %%oiklkl kall 11iu1 stIiiikylaciiik., hot
he is pot 1)1111, ,t flltlr hit %,t,z,in.tild 1111N and ,111.,tlikkr until 1,1,1Ike ill
los %%odd thew is more jostit e ,toll Ilas It'll hurt ht.taitse lie hadn't Ionia!
,tilt lio%e tit it 1.111% lute and itiet Hon lie Ltd heck] Ihnind 'Liked in

11,1/04 .111(1 10'('1(41 tau 1)11ii) tntifi
it ill rct111 HOP.; thew ilicut. 110111) ,Yi. nlrt 111111 ill the t1,1111 ill thy
%,k% l,(110. hi! Olt. 11101 11011,11(1 ;111(1 111)sClt. Ve %VOA'

(Ill(' 10 allgtliel lint ,1 cr rkiltitis; nut 11111t'}1 01t1 1011: lint

\t1. 11.1i)1). \VC 11),:c1fier. alit' us,' siert' !alas
1)1111, had Ili tin to t u tithing Iii alitu 1111'411tillt; it 1111' I. 11(11 11,(11 to 111r11Y1111,4

halls Ili Ills %,k)rlil. %1"i were lr% ink; In Iniiik4 him lk,ttI% In ow,. I %%ontler vtit%,
litilk. lute ,1101 pl.titr lli 0111(, 11,111alll (audit. to 10111 the groin). 1)11i1)'

filhi !Hilts Alt(' ocr 1011111n. 110111iii4 hilli Ii tutu 111(1 thi'11%1 the hall.
Ili A,is Slut 11311,111 tutu ta1111V, his <irnit ill Ills hands to s}iii\t /limn hots to

1.1%1IC llal bCAllse lit% 100. 11.1, %illfered. 1,11%eit%, rejekfitni,
dusins,kl hr i. k,1 i loft Liss 11 Is hurl' iindert,tilkliinr, for 1)11i1). Ile its 01 lit.alt ni

111001,,11 10,11. Ili iiii.der%tands.
1111% rim, %it 'Mk cl11111,ts51(111,' 11 li% 1tas 1)1111) lit. WCilis Gi intuit 'ruin tillitt.
11101 lass 1,011111) 11.101.1011. tthru 1LtIls.1111 )%i'lt'0)1110. hint .0) 1 0.,1,111111111'?

11 taut(;(,
in c%cr% lio:ne I uisit 111 1/1,11,1, I frail .w 111,(11 11(.1iple .-1)rilllicrs arid sisters, cousins

aid inn k4raildnicalicrs. tnuthrr. iii-l.t%%. aid SO MI. It is Iinrrn,tl litre for kinsfolk
to hie ,ot.i,etlier ,turf 1.n. the 1,111 r,t'oplt to stay Stith 01(.4 kIiifilren. It is ikorin,d, isn't

1 )1)010010'). )1 lilt "n,,rni,ii" it,111(hT %%kit "right" ,cull -must nlr,ln. VIly
1,0 at. fiul sin 01.111% rill 1)(*(010(:s limits unit 111CriCi? It Wit It

1111101111h tin 1001 ,11i 1,1 11cl-skin in thy \Vust, Unlc,,s, it collow, one .1 lot nut
,tutu caul h,i$,(' k-,ir Lind kit (11lit(% 1410 fur IllkliuritY Ot "id Is,101)/,'
it r.til't It nnnll loll.

It %kill kt. %%m1,1(11111 %%IRA' ter Burl tlir (lire fur. Call( t'1", \Vt, dill 11.0)0' 1111011. 011401

m1)1'0.00101 110.0 01111.. 11 )V111 1 0...40000(1 101 11,i) t. more ,uhf nlnle said th'ople. \111,0
ientv i.. Flirro ,ire inure and non(' skid In'ople iu okii" hints. Nla%he Time tan

.thothur siii.t. in It'll %ears lime the kkinklitions of (11(1 1)entile,
The "14 1)k,,,p1k, 11,41t 101) said Ell hoi,. In «musk, flirter arc two old livkir.,/e%

11111iies. limit toil scull flit' n,llrlhtl ill (lit' II( Cs of thust. OM 1111'11 ''fait('. lined %%1111
,{10 1,,i 1,411r" Is unfit dcl.elkipiliti, cininlr% to%vards %% hat"

Pri)gram has 111(1 die most rapid .,(11(1 sutvcssliil ;lily
edlicatimal cliterprkt. I ha (' ('Ver k 110111j,

I t is inure than that. Vanivr is both a saint and ;In nrizaniter.
Eit vidurd human souk. (.%(.11 by a damaged mind mid
ht the' (1)Idilt..., or hustility iir cart. they usually rcceive,

I. I %% %11,4 .4,100, .10 ,0 %,,,,.111.1,r %dolt F.dut V11
10 N.: 2 Pri
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mond after round of defeat, Ile genuinely believes that such men and %%Innen
can live admirable lives of adventure and service and love. that the rest
of us need them inuch more than they need us. But these human charac-
teristics are stunted, not enlarged, if these men and women are simply stored
away' in lrge, isolated, impersonal blocks, hospitals, or barracks. They flower
and unfold with a substitute family and in a warm supportive community
that offers. them only what is priceless the opportunity to do things for
themselves and the community. Soon most of them become almost selfsop.
porting, they carry nut service projects, raise 1110110' for community porposes,
become not misfits and outcasts but good citizens, including most of the
connotations of that term. They live in communities and, by their example,
are a constant reminder of the power of education, love, trust, support, and
responsibility.

Vanier started with six -wounded" Men, but was able to ttse and unleash
the power of the benign community. 'Chem are many depths in this para-
blethat conontinity can be extended to all that is human, that all can
contribute if they are permitted to, that often the worst possible affront
to ainither is to take away his responsibility, that is community is cumpounded
of love and affirmation as 11111d1 as of building stones and jobs, that many
shibboleths and much conventional wisdom must be overcome or disregarded.
that within the human being are depths of power and sacrifice ready to
be released. Human beings are not to be stored; they are to be enlarged.
The ingredients in this parable don't have to he sought in history, or in
Prance; they are all around us. In his verses written for those of us who
have dwelt overlong in the "suburb of dissent- Auden wrote:"

Truth was their model as they strove to build
A world of lasting objects to believe in,
Without believing earthenware and legend,
Archway and song were trothfid or untnithful:
The troth was here already to lie true,

V II OA, fed A, Orr, 5,01'ept, No% 1,,t1, Ii.00t !him., 14 i6
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REACTIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS

l'r.ofessor Kidd was asked to comment further about the relationship b..tween
voluntary and mandated adult education under various effective controls,
e.g., types of government.

his response was that we should study this process by examining communi-
ties to see how it works. The amount of individual, group, and family ell-
tel); ise that one call find in socialist countries is impressive. Even under
their rigid constraints and laws, a great deal Of this enterprise exists. panty
young and older people want to make their lives meaningful and would
like to find a way of serving, We have not yet begun to use the power
of human commitment.

Knowing these two things, how does one use law, persuasion, and organiza-
tion to make all these powers available to the community good? The age
of the volunteer has not vanished, and must be persuaded to open up. Maybe
we can learn something from other countries. It would be good to have
more vohmtary action when a country is young. The force of nationalism
may not be the best one to muse, although we need to examine the use of
service corps, of which some are voluntary and some compulsory. We need
to find out how their efforts were unleashed. We need to collaborate in
some kind of research, for no one individual eau carry it out. As it inust
be generated in several different countries, we are considering a cross-national
study of adult education. This could be looked into by colleagues in different
countries at the same time in their different specialties.
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SECTION VII
Conference Summary



SUMMARIES BY SESSION CHAIRMEN

Paul Sheats opened the last session with: "Ili planniug a new seminar
in our graduate program On Cimnunity Setrices and Community Develop
ment Programs, we decided to use this design for a conference, Our purpose
was to broaden the conferees' understanding of what these choices involve,
and to lead to follow-up action that would make this a significant landmark,
The filli:StiOn of where we go from here depends on how much you can
implement when you go home.-

One practitioner has all assignment next year to see where we have been
in community education, where we a re, and where 1V12 are going, Ile plans
to travel throughout the United States, Alaska, and Canada. Ile has requested
that participants at the conference let him know about unusual and successful
projects that he might observe for his study.

Several participants noted throughout the conference that the systems
approach, while still quite vague, is feasible. Someone' has to be responsible
for leadership in contacting agencies, groups, and other segments of educa-
tion, but if we can rid ourselves of prejudice and look at the positive things
that each agency, group, or segment can do well, and gradually capitalize
on these, the systems approach can work. This concept most be thought
through very carefully.

The whole problem is one of communication. Perhaps if the community
colleges could tie in with a university, the combination would he a powerful
force, at least in getting the job started. Much of the problem in com-
munication is status, for there is nothing like having a big university re-
searcher come into a little town and tell people what they need. The coor-
dinator must select the right perSon lot each contact, a person of knowledge,
sensitivity, and tact.

The situation is more complex than just establishing coniniunication within
the community. What happens when you are dealing with the aged and
the agency is in the large city? or when you are dealing with recreation
and four different agencies must be consulted? or when you are working
with health problems and the decision-making agency is in another part
of the state'? or when you apply for Title I funds and, having been told
that you must tie in with another college that has the funds, you find it
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is not doing ails thing related to your program? I low can we help the commu-
nity resolse its problems when we are trying to work in so maoY varied
fiats?

1)o we have a problem M perception? Do we see community needs as
one thing. and does the community see its needs as something totally dif-
ferent? How is this resolved? When we consider community needs we must
also consider the upper-middle class in some communities. They have needs.
too. After all, they are paying most of the taxes for these programs and.
as the,. are organized and powerful, we need to serve them too and help
them expand their lives. Niaybe we .shorrld develop programs in gourmet
dining and enology.

Although we say the users should tell ns what they want, how do we
feel \sten students on the campus try to do so? We must learn to he good
listeners.
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